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Abstract
We dene a symmetric bilinear pairing on any connected vertex operator super algebra with
various vertex operator invariance properties including the translation invariance. The notion of
quasi-primary vectors leads to an orthogonal double grading decomposition of the algebra. Her-
mitian pairings associated to certain conjugate-linear involutions are shown to be positive denite
and integral for vertex operator algebras generated by vectors of weight one half. No Hilbert
space structure on the vertex operator algebra is assumed. We deduce it. Our pairings of canon-
ical basis vectors can be expressed in terms of Gramian determinants of matrices of binomial
coecients. Our construction can be carried out over the ring of integers, hence it makes sense
over any eld. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 17B; 81R
1. Introduction and summary of results
In the representation theory of the Virasoro algebra, the Kac determinant formula
[3, 8] has played a crucial role providing informations on (non-)degeneracy of Hermi-
tian pairings on Verma modules. These pairings are constructed under the Hermiticity
condition, which requires that the adjoint of the Virasoro operator Ln is L−n for all
n2Z. In this paper, we dene certain (Hermitian) pairings on vertex operator super
algebras: we let the vertex operator associated with one vector act on the other vec-
tor, and the pairing is dened as the coecient of the vacuum vector of the resulting
vector. For our pairings on vertex operator super algebras, the Hermiticity condition
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on Virasoro operators is not satised. However, it can be recovered on the subspace
of the sl2(C) highest weight vectors.
Our rst objective in this paper is to show that any vertex operator super algebra
V is naturally equipped with the structure necessary to dene a bilinear pairing of
any two vectors (possibly of dierent weight), and show that this pairing possesses
various properties including the graded symmetry property and a certain invariance
property under the action of vertex operators. The invariance property behaves espe-
cially well for pairings with quasi-primary vectors. Our construction of the pairing is
a natural generalization of the known special cases dened for vectors of low weight.
Our second objective is to show that for some basic vertex operator super algebras,
Gramian determinants play a very interesting role in the description of the pairings
which are non-degenerate, and Hermitian pairings associated with certain conjugate
linear involutions are positive denite.
Let us elaborate on the proceeding paragraph, and give a brief overview of our
results. Let V =
L
0n2 12Z Vn be a vertex operator super algebra such that V0 is 1
dimensional generated by the vacuum vector 
. Such an algebra is called connected.
For a homogeneous vector v2Vjvj; let
Y (v; )=
X
n2Z
fvgn−n−1 =
X
m2Z−jvj
Ym(v)−m−jvj 2End(V )[[]]
be the associated vertex operator, where the operator fvgn lowers weight by n+1−jvj;
and the operator Ym(v) lowers weight by m for each n2Z and m2Z − jvj. For the
precise denition of vertex operator super algebras, see Section 2. It is well known
that the vertex operators associated with vectors of weight one half generate an innite
dimensional Cliord algebra, and the vertex operators associated with vectors of weight
one generate an ane Lie algebra (see Propositions 2.2 and 2.5). In both of these cases,
certain symmetric bilinear pairings come into play: for a; b 2 V1=2 the pairing is given
by fag0b= ha; bi
; and for x; y2V1 the pairing is given by fxg1y= hx; yi
, using the
connectedness of V. More generally, we can canonically dene a bilinear pairing h ; i
on the entire vertex operator super algebra V by
Yjvj(u)v= fugjuj+jvj−1v=
(
hu; vi
 if juj+ jvj 2Z;
0 otherwise;
(1.1)
for any homogeneous vectors v1; v2 2V (Denition 2.6). This is the coecient of the
constant term in the Laurent series Y (u; )v in . Note that we do not require that the
vectors v1 and v2 have the same weight. In fact, vectors of dierent weight can pair
non-trivially.
In [5, 11], a pairing on a vertex operator algebra dened by
hu; vi=coecient of 
  z0 in Y (e zL(1)(−z−2)L(0)u; z−1)v (1:10)
is studied. Our pairing, when restricted to integrally graded vertex operator algebras,
is closely related to the above pairing. In fact, both pairigs are equivalent. We use the
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pairing (1.1) because of its simplicity. But one can translate back and forth between
these two pairings.
On V; we can dene a bracket product [ ; ] :V V!V by [v1; v2]= fv1g0v2 for any
v1; v2 2V. This bracket product satises the graded version of the Lie algebra Jacobi
identity (Lemma 2.11), giving rise to a Lie algebra-like structure on V; although the
bracket product may fail to be anti-commutative.
Proposition A (Symmetry and invariance property) (Propositions 2.8 and 2.12). Let
V be any connected vertex operator super algebra and let h ; i :V V !V be the
pairing (1.1).
(i) The bilinear pairing h ; i is graded symmetric:
hu; vi=(−1)juj−jvjhv; ui; (1.2)
for any homogeneous vectors u; v2V .
(ii) The pairing is V-invariant with respect to the bracket product:
h[u; v1]; v2i+ (−1)4jujjv1jhv1; [u; v2]i=0 if juj 6= 12 ; (1.3)
for any homogeneous vectors u; v1; v2 2V .
In (ii), when juj= 12 ; the invariance formula requires an extra term. See
Proposition 2.12 for details. Under a mild condition, the vector space g=V1 has the
structure of a Lie algebra (Lemmas 2.3 and 2.18) and each weight space Vr has the
structure of a representation of g under the bracket product for any r 2 12Z. Under
a mild assumption the canonical Virasoro vector ! is g-invariant, as well as the vac-
uum vector (Proposition 2.9). Let D(n)= f!gn+1 for n2Z. The V-invariance of the
pairing has interesting consequences.
As a corollary of (1.3), we can easily see that the pairing h ; i is g-invariant, and
also D(−1)-invariant (Corollaries 2.13 and 2.14).
As for the behavior of the pairing with respect to Virasoro creation operators D(−‘);
we have an adjoint formula (Proposition 2.15). A similar formula exists for the ac-
tion of the ane Lie algebra generators. All of the above invariance properties are
consequences of the general invariance formula in Proposition 2.10, which is derived
directly from the Jacobi{Cauchy identity.
Careful examination of the invariance formula reveals more useful informations.
A vector v2V is called quasi-primary if D(1)v=0 (Denition 3.1). Let v1 and v2 be
homogeneous vectors. Then assuming h!; gi=0; the following identities hold:
hD(−1)v1; v2i=(jv1j+ jv2j)hv1; v2i;
hD(1)v1; v2i+ hv1; D(1)v2i=(jv1j − jv2j)hv1; v2i:
(1.4)
In particular, if v1 and v2 are quasi-primary homogeneous vectors of dierent weight,
then hv1; v2i=0 (Corollaries 2.16 and 2.17).
The pairing behaves well with respect to quasi-primary vectors (Propositions 3.4
and 3.5). Although the adjoint of the Virasoro creation operators have complicated
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behavior, we can recover the \Hermiticity property" on the subspace of quasi-primary
vectors (Proposition 3.9).
The Gramian determinants arise in the context of pairings dened by integrals of real
valued L2-functions in real variables. A quick reference is [2]. For a positive integer r;
let S+r = fs=(0 n1<n2<   <nr) j ni 2Zg be the set of sequences of r strictly in-
creasing non-negative integers. We put S+0 = ;. For two sequences s1 = (m1; m2; : : : ; mr)
and s2 = (n1; n2; : : : ; nr) in S+r ; put
G(s1; s2)=

(m1; n1) (m1; n2)    (m1; nr)
(m2; n1) (m2; n2)    (m2; nr)
...
...
. . .
...
(mr; n1) (mr; n2)    (mr; nr)

2Z; (1.5)
where (m; n)= (m + n)!=m! n! is a binomial coecient. This can be interpreted as
a Gramian determinant. The Gramian determinant satises the Schwarz inequality:
G(s; s)>0; G(s1; s1)  G(s2; s2)G(s1; s2)2: (1.6)
The equality holds in the second inequality in (1.6) if and only if s1 = s2.
We can generalize the above pairing of two sequences to a pairing of two multi-
sequences. For a positive integer N; let ~r=(r1; r2; : : : ; rN ) be a sequence of N non-
negative integers. Let S+~r =S
+
r1 S+r2     S+rN be the set of multi-sequences of
type ~r. For any ~s=(s1; s2; : : : ; sN ) and ~s 0=(s01; s
0
2; : : : ; s
0
N ) in S
+
~r ; we put
G(~s;~s 0)=
NY
j=1
G(sj; s0j)2Z: (1.7)
Let V be a connected vertex operator super algebra generated by vertex operators
associated with vectors of weight one half. Suppose that V is equipped with a con-
jugation map (a conjugate-linear involution) :V !V compatible with the action of
vertex operators in the sense that Y (u; )v=Y (u; )v for any vectors u; v2V . Suppose
also that A=V1=2 is N dimensional. Let EN A be the real subspace xed under the
conjugation map. Assume that the restriction of the pairing on A to the R-subspace E
is positive denite. Let Y (a; )=
P
n2Z a(n+
1
2)
−n−1 be the vertex operator associated
with a2V1=2. The Jacobi{Cauchy identity in V implies that V is the unique irreducible
Cliord module of the innite dimensional Cliord algebra (Proposition 2.2) generated
by a(n)’s satisfying the usual Cliord relations:
V =
O
0m2Z
^
A(−m− 12 )
; (1.8)
where A(−m − 12 ) is a copy of A carrying the weight m + 12 (Proposition 4.2). The
Jacobi{Cauchy identity completely determines all vertex operators in V (Lemma 4.1).
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The vertex operator super algebra V and its subalgebras invariant under various
subgroups GSO(N ) are relevant in the context of elliptic genera for Riemannian
manifolds: elliptic genera have the structure of modules over these vertex operator
super algebras [14]. This connection has been a motivation for this paper.
Let r be a positive integer. For any sequence s=(n1; n2; : : : ; nr)2S+r and any chosen
basis vector b2fa1; : : : ; aNgA where h ai; aji= ij; we let
b(s)= b(−n1 − 12 )b(−n2 − 12 )    b(−nr − 12 )
be a product of creation operators in the Cliord algebra. When r=0; we put b(;)= 1.
Since V is a Cliord module, V is spanned by vectors of the form
a(~s)= a1(s1)    aN (sN )

for some multi-sequence ~s=(s1; : : : ; sN )2S+~r of some type ~r=(r1; : : : ; rN ). Let
H (~r)=
L
~s2S+~r Ca(~s) be a graded subspace of V .
For a vector of the form u= b1(−n1 − 12 )    br(−nr − 12 )
2V for some 0 n1;
: : : ; nr 2Z and b1; : : : ; br 2A; let a conjugate linear involution  :V !V be dened by
the following formula (Denition 4.3):
u=(−1)j~nj br(−nr − 12 )    b1(−n1 − 12 )
=(−1)j~nj+(1=2)r(r−1)u; (1.9)
where j~nj= n1 +   + nr and :V !V is the conjugation map in V .
This -involution is compatible with the pairing h ; i on V in the sense of
Proposition 4.4, and we can dene a Hermitian pairing on V .
Theorem B (Positive denite hermitian pairings) (Proposition 4.8, Theorem 4.12). Let
V be a connected vertex operator super algebra generated by vertex operators as-
sociated with vectors in the weight space VNS1=2 of dimension N such that (a) V has
a compatible conjugation map and (b) the restriction of the pairing to the real struc-
ture of VNS1=2 is positive denite.
(I) The associated Hermitian pairing ( ; ) :V V !C given by
(u; v)
=Yjvj(u)v= hu; vi
 (1.10)
is positive denite on V; and it coincides with the canonical extension to the exterior
algebra VNS =
V H of the Hermitian pairing on H =Ln0 A(−n− 12 )
.
(II) For basis vectors a(~s) and a(~s 0) of type ~r and ~r 0; respectively, their Hermitian
pairing is given by a multi-Gramian determinant:
(a(~s); a(~s 0))=
(
G(~s;~s 0) if ~r=~r 0;
0 if ~r 6=~r 0: (1.11)
Consequently; (H (~r); H (~r0))= 0 if ~r 6=~r0; and V =L~r2ZN+ H (~r) is an orthogonal di-
rect sum decomposition with respect to the Hermitian pairing.
(III) On the subspace of quasi-primary vectors; the adjoint of the Virasoro operator
D(‘) with respect to the Hermitian pairing is D(−‘) for ‘2Z. More precisely; for
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homogeneous quasi-primary vectors u; v2V with ‘= juj − jvj 2Z; we have
(u; D(−‘)v)=(D(‘)u; v): (1.12)
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, after briey describing the
structure of vertex operator super algebras, we dene our bilinear pairings on vertex
operator super algebras and show that they are graded symmetric, and invariant under
the action of various vertex operators including Lie algebras gV; ane Lie algebras,
Virasoro algebras, and sl2(C)=CD(−1)CD(0)CD(1). In Section 3, we describe
the behavior of the pairing with respect to the quasi-primary vectors, which naturally
leads to an orthogonal double grading of V . We show that D(‘) and D(−‘) are adjoint
to each other on quasi-primary vectors with correct weights. The materials in Sections 2
and 3 are elementary. In Section 4, we dene compatible conjugate linear involutions
on vertex operator super algebras generated by vertex operators associated with vectors
in V1=2; and prove their compatibility with the Cliord multiplication. We then show
that the Hermitian pairings associated to compatible involutions are positive denite,
and they are given by multi-Gramian determinants.
2. Symmetric invariant bilinear pairings in vertex operator super algebras
After describing the structure of vertex operator super algebras, we dene our bilin-
ear pairings on them and prove their graded symmetry property and various invariance
properties under the action of vertex operators. We show that the pairings exhibit espe-
cially nice properties with respect to the action of the subalgebra sl2(C)=CD(−1)
CD(0)CD(1) of the Virasoro algebra.
A vertex operator super algebra is a quadruple (V; ad; 
; !) with the following prop-
erties. The object V is a locally nite dimensional, non-negatively 12Z-graded vector
space V =
L
0n2 12Z Vn; where v2Vn has weight jvj= n and Vn= f0g for n<0. The
structure map ad :V!End(V )[[; −1]]; where  is a formal variable, is an injective
complex linear map which associates an innite family of operators acting on V to
each vector v2V . We let
ad(v)=
X
n2Z
fvgn−n−1Y (v; ): (2.1)
The operator Y (v; ) is the vertex operator associated with v2V . Vertex operators fvgn
are required to satisfy the following Jacobi{Cauchy identity: for any homogeneous
vectors v1 and v2 in V and any integers m; n; r 2Z;X
0i2Z
(−1)i

r
i

(fv1gm+r−ifv2gn+i − (−1)4jv1jjv2j+rfv2gn+r−ifv1gm+i)
=
X
0k2Z

m
k

ffv1gr+kv2gm+n−k : (2.2)
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Since V is non-negatively graded, the summation on the right-hand side is nite. The
left-hand side is also nite when applied to a vector. The vertex operator associated
with the vacuum vector 
2V is the identity operator:
Y (
; )= IdV ; or equivalently, f
gn= n;−1IdV for all n2Z: (2.3)
The vertex operator Y (!; )=
P
n2ZD(n)
−n−2 associated with !2V; where D(n)=
f!gn+1 for n2Z; generates the Virasoro algebra satisfying the following commutation
relation for any m; n2Z:
[D(m); D(n)]= (n− m)D(m+ n) + m
3 − m
12
n+m;0c  IdV : (2.4)
Here, c is a constant called the rank of V . Note that the central extension is trivial on
the subalgebra sl2(C)=CD(−1)CD(0)CD(1). The weights and D(0)-eigenvalues
are related by the equation D(0)v= −jvjv when the vector v2V is homogeneous. The
last axiom is the translation property:
d
d
Y (v; )=−Y (D(−1)v; ): (2.5)
This completes the description of the vertex operator super algebra. For more details,
see [4{6]. In the literature the Virasoro operators Ln=−D(n) are also used correspond-
ing to a vector −!. The operators D(n) turn V into a highest weight representation,
rather than a lowest weight representation which is the case for Ln’s.
One can show that j
j=0 and j!j=2. For a homogeneous vector v2Vjvj; the
associated vertex operator fvgn lowers weight by n+ 1− jvj. If we write
Y (v; )=
X
m2Z−jvj
Ym(v)−m−jvj=
X
m2Z−jvj
fvgm+jvj−1−m−jvj; (2.6)
then Ym(v)= fvgm+jvj−1 lowers weight by m. Note that the subscript for fvg is always
an integer, whereas the subscript for Y(v) has the same parity as jvj. We suggest that
the property D(1)x=0 for all x2V1 be added to the above set of axioms. This property
leads to many interesting results, as we will show.
If V0 =C
; we call the vertex operator super algebra V connected. From now on,
all our vertex operator super algebras are assumed to be connected.
As a consequence of (2.5), we have fD(−1)vgn= nfvgn−1 for all n2Z. More gen-
erally, for all integers r 0 and n2Z; we have
D(−1)r
r!
v

n
=

n
r

fvgn−r : (2.7)
If we specialize the Jacobi{Cauchy identity (2.2) by letting r=0; we get the super
commutator formula: for any homogeneous vectors v1; v2 2V and m; n2Z;
fv1gmfv2gn − (−1)4jv1jjv2jfv2gnfv1gm=
X
0k2Z

m
k

ffv1gkv2gm+n−k : (2.8)
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Again, the summation on the right-hand side is nite by the weight reason. This
shows that the operators fvgn are closed under Lie super bracket and V ⊗C[t; t−1] has
a structure of a Lie super algebra. However, note that fD(−1)vg0 = 0 for any v2V
by (2.7).
In [7, 1], meromorphic conformal eld theories are developed based on simple and
powerful axioms: a bosonic conformal eld theory is dened to be a collection of
vertex operators V=fY (; z); 2Vg satisfying properties including
Y (; z)
=ezL−1; Y (; z)Y ( ; w)=Y ( ; w)Y (; z); (2.9)
where z; w are complex variables on the Riemann sphere CP1; and the second identity
is valid after analytic continuation. Here, V is integrally graded. The uniqueness of
vertex operators can be deduced from the above axioms, as well as the duality of
vertex operators which states that Y (Y (; z − w) ; w)=Y (; z)Y ( ; w) after analytic
continuation. The meromorphic function in z, w obtained by analytically continuing the
composition of two vertex operators are assumed to have poles only along z; w=0;1
and z=w. The Cauchy residue formula applied to this meromorphic function is the
Jacobi{Cauchy identity (2.2).
Their formulation is very attractive and powerful from the mathematical point of
view. For another formulation of conformal eld theory on general Riemann surfaces,
see [11{13]. But for the purpose of the present paper, we nd that the component-
wise algebraic formulation of vertex operator super algebras is more convenient. The
meromorphic conformal eld theories and vertex operator super algebras are closely re-
lated. One can check that the vertex operator super algebras have the creation property
corresponding to the rst formula in (2.9). Namely, Y (v; )
=e−D(−1)v in V [[]].
Although this is known, we give its proof here for future reference. The following
simple binomial identities are used often.
(−1)n
−m− 1
n

=(−1)m
−n− 1
m

=

m+ n
m

;

n
n+ r

=0; (2.10)
for any integers m; n 0; and r 1.
Proposition 2.1 (Creation property). The Laurent series Y (v; )
 for any v2V con-
sists of only those terms with non-negative powers of ; and is given by
Y (v; )
=e−D(−1)v2V [[]]: (2.11)
In particular; in terms of the components of the vertex operator Y (v; );
fvgm
=0 for all m 0; and fvg−1
= v: (2.12)
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Proof. Letting m=0; v1 = v; v2 =
 in the Jacobi{Cauchy identity (2.2), we have
ffvgr
gn=
8><>:
0 if n 0;
(−1)n+1

r
−n− 1

fvgn+r+1 if n<0;
+
8<: (−1)n

r
n+ r + 1

fvgn+r+1 if n+ r + 1 0;
0 if n+ r + 1<0:
()
Here, we used (2.3). For each r 2Z; we examine these terms when n ranges over all
integers.
Suppose r 0. We consider three cases; n2f: : : ;−r − 2g; n2f−r − 1; : : : ;−1g;
and n2f0; 1; : : :g. In each of these cases, examining () and using binomial identities
(2.10), we can easily see that ffvgr
gn=0. Thus Y (fvgr
; )= 0. By the injectivity
of the map ad; we conclude that fvgr
=0 for all integers r 0.
Next suppose r−1. Replacing r by −1− r with r 0 in (); and using binomial
identities (2.10), we have
ffvg−1−r
gn=
8>>>>><>>>>>:
(−1)n
−1− r
n− r

fvgn−r =(−1)r

n
r

fvgn−r if n r;
0 if 0 n r− 1;
(−1)n+1
−1− r
−1− n

fvgn−r =(−1)r

n
r

fvgn−r if n−1:
Since
(n
r

=0 for 0 n r − 1; the above three cases can be combined into a single
formula ffvg−1−r
gn=(−1)r
(n
r
fvgn−r for all n2Z. By (2.7), this can be further
rewritten as ffvg−1−r
gn=(−1)rfD(−1)rv=r!gn for all n2Z. Again by injectivity of
ad; we conclude that fvg−1−r
=(−1)rD(−1)rv=r! for all 0 r 2Z.
Combining the above two calculations, we have
Y (v; )
=
X
n2Z
fvgn
−n−1 =
X
r0
fvg−1−r
r
=
X
r0
(−1)rr D(−1)
r
r!
v=e−D(−1)v:
This proves (2.11). The property (2.12) follows immediately from this.
As a consequence of (2.12), we note that D(−1)
= f!g0
=0; that is, the vacuum
vector is sl2(C)-invariant. In physics literature it seems that this is either assumed or
deduced from a certain Hilbert space structure on V for which the Hermiticity condition
of the Virasoro operators holds. The creation property shows that this identity is really
a consequence of the internal consistency of the structure of vertex operator (super)
algebras. We also note that D(−2)
=!.
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This internal structure also allows us to dene bilinear pairings globally on the entire
vertex operator super algebras. Some special cases of such pairings have been well-
known, although they may not have been recognized as small pieces of global objects.
For a vector a2V1=2; the associated nth vertex operator fvgn lowers weight by n+ 12 .
So, for any vectors a; b2V1=2; the vector fag0b has weight 0 and is a constant multiple
of the vacuum vector, since V0 =C
 by connectedness. Let
fag0bha; bi
 for a; b2V1=2: (2.13)
This denes a bilinear pairing h ; i :V1=2V1=2!C. Although the denition is not man-
ifestly symmetric in a and b; this pairing can be shown to be symmetric. Although its
proof is easy for this case, we postpone its proof until a general result is proved in
Proposition 2.8. The following fact is well-known and is a simple consequence of the
super commutator formula (2.8). So we omit its proof. It illustrates the role played by
the bilinear paring on V1=2 given in (2.13).
Proposition 2.2 (Cliord algebra). Suppose V is a connected vertex operator super
algebra. The bilinear pairing h ; i on V1=2 is symmetric. If the pairing is non-degenerate;
vertex operators associated with vectors in V1=2 generate an innite dimensional
Cliord algebra acting on V. Namely; for any a2V1=2; let Y (a; )=
P
n2Z a(n +
1
2)
−n−1 be the associated vertex operator. Then operators a(n+ 12) for n2Z satisfy
the following Cliord algebra relations:
a(m+ 12)b(−n− 12 ) + b(−n− 12 )a(m+ 12)= ha; bim;n  IdV ; (2.14)
for any m; n2Z and a; b2V1=2.
We emphasize that the pairing which appears in the above description (2.14) of the
Cliord algebra is not a Hermitian pairing coming from a certain Hilbert space structure
whose existence seems to be assumed in the physics literature from the beginning. The
symmetric bilinear pairing (2.13) is intrinsically dened using only vertex operators.
It is this bilinear pairing that describes the Cliord algebra structure, not a Hermitian
pairing.
Next we examine V1. Under a mild condition V1 has the structure of a Lie algebra
with respect to a bracket product dened by the action of vertex operators. We use the
notation g=V1 to indicate that V1 has the structure of a Lie algebra. More precisely,
for x2 g the vertex operator fxg0 :V!V preserves the grading of V. Consequently,
fxg0y2 g for any x; y2 g. We dene the bracket product [ ; ] : g g! g by
[x; y]fxg0y2 g for any x; y2 g: (2.15)
Since jxj=1, the vertex operator fxg1 lowers weight by 1 and fxg1y2V0 =C
. Hence
we can also dene a bilinear pairing h ; i : g g!C by
fxg1y= hx; yi
: (2.16)
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A sucient condition on the bracket product can be given which ensures that V1 has
the structure of a Lie algebra with trivial center.
Lemma 2.3. Let V be a connected vertex operator super algebra. Then the Lie al-
gebra Jacobi identity holds in g=V1 with respect to the bracket product. If the map
f g0 : g!End(g) is injective; then the bracket product is anti-commutative and g=V1
has the structure of a Lie algebra with trivial center.
Proof. In the super commutator formula (2.8), letting v1 = x; v2 =y, and m= n=0,
we have [fxg0; fyg0]=
P
0k2Z
( 0
k
ffxgkyg−k = ffxg0yg0. Applying these operators
to z 2 g, we get fxg0(fyg0z)−fyg0(fxg0z)= ffxg0yg0z. Equivalently, in terms of the
bracket product we have [x; [y; z]]−[y; [x; z]] = [[x; y]; z], which is the Lie algebra Jacobi
identity for g. Switching the role of x; y changes the sign of the left-hand side. So,
the right-hand side must also change the sign and we have ffxg0yg0 =−ffyg0xg0,
or ffxg0y + fyg0xg0 = 0. By the injectivity assumption of the map f g0 on g, we
conclude that fxg0y + fyg0x=0, which means [x; y] =−[y; x]. This proves the anti-
commutativity of the bracket product. Now suppose x2 g is in the center of g, that is,
suppose [x; y] = fxg0y=0 for all y2 g. This means fxg0 = 0 as an operator, and our
injectivity assumption of f g0 also implies that x=0. Hence, the center of g is trivial.
This proves Lemma 2.3.
Remark. Later in Lemma 2.18, we will show that the non-degeneracy of the pairing
(2.16) also guarantees that the bracket product (2.15) is anti-commutative without
forcing g to have trivial center. This is desirable because there are interesting VOAs
for which g is abelian. For example, lattice VOAs.
The bracket product and the pairing on g are closely related.
Lemma 2.4. Let V be a connected vertex operator super algebra. The bilinear pairing
h ; i : g g!C is a symmetric g-invariant pairing: for any x; y; z 2 g;
hx; yi= hy; xi; h[z; x]; yi+ hx; [z; y]i=0: (2.17)
We can show that the pairing in (2.13) on V1=2 is also g-invariant. Lemma 2.4 is
an immediate consequence of general results for the pairing proved in Proposition 2.8
and Corollary 2.13. So, we omit the proof of Lemma 2.4.
The next proposition illustrates the role of the bilinear pairing dened in (2.16) in
the construction of ane Lie algebras. Since the following Proposition 2.5 is a direct
consequence of the Jacobi{Cauchy identity (2.2), the denitions (2.15) and (2.16), and
Lemma 2.4, we omit its proof.
Proposition 2.5 (Ane Lie algebra). For a connected vertex operator super alge-
bra V; assume that the map f g0 : g!End(g) is injective; where g=V1.
(i) The vector space g has the structure of a Lie algebra with trivial center with
respect to the bracket product given by [x; y] = fxg0y for x; y2 g.
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(ii) The vertex operators Y (x; )=
P
n2Z x(n)
−n−1 for x2 g generate an ane
Lie algebra g^ with respect to a bilinear symmetric g-invariant pairing h ; i given by
fxg1y= hx; yi
. Namely;
[x(m); y(n)]= [x; y](m+ n) + mhx; yim;−nIdV ; (2.18)
for any x; y2 g and any m; n2Z. The vertex operator super algebra V is a represen-
tation of g^.
Note that the properties in (2.17) are essential for the bracket product in (2.18) to
be anti-commutative and to satisfy the Lie algebra Jacobi identity.
Let u; v2V be homogeneous vectors. The vector Ym(u)v can have weight 0 if m= jvj.
But this is possible only when jvj 2Z− juj from the denition of the operators Ym(u)
in (2.6). Our pairing is dened as the coecient of the vacuum in the vector Yjvj(u)v
of weight 0.
Denition 2.6 (Bilinear pairing). We dene a bilinear pairing h ; i :V V !C in a
connected vertex operator super algebra V by
Yjvj(u)v= fugjuj+jvj−1v=
 hu; vi
 if juj+ jvj 2Z;
0 otherwise;
(2.19)
for any homogeneous vectors u; v2V .
For example, the commutation relation of the Virasoro algebra (2.4) implies that
h!;!i= c=2 for the Virasoro element !2V2. Here c is the rank of V . When c 6=0,
we have an orthogonal decomposition V2 =C!V?2 with h!; V?2 i=0: the projection
of any vector v2V2 onto the subspace C! is given by (2=c)hv; !i!.
The calculation of the pairing hu; vi in which one of the vectors u; v is the vacuum
vector 
 is basic. If the other vector has half-integral weight, then the pairing with

 is trivial by denition. The pairing of the vacuum vector with vectors of integral
weight is given as follows.
Lemma 2.7. Let V be a connected vertex operator super algebra. For any homoge-
neous vector v2V such that jvj 2Z;
h
; ui= hu; 
i=

1 if u=
;
0 if juj>0: (2.20)
Proof. The axiom (2.3) implies Ym(
)= m;0  IdV for m2Z. So, h
; ui
=Yjuj(
)u=
juj;0u. If juj>0, this is zero. If juj=0, then u is of the form u= a
 for some a2C
since V is connected, and the above calculation says h
; a
i
= a
, or h
;
i=1.
For the other pairing, hu; 
i
=Y0(u)
= fugjuj−1
 is zero when juj  1, and is equal
to u when juj=0, both by the creation property (2.12). Since V is connected, juj=0
means u2C
. Thus we again obtain h
;
i=1.
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Write V =C
V eveV odd, where V eve consists of vectors of positive integral
weight and V odd consists of vectors of positive half-integral weight. Then Lemma 2.7
and the weight condition of the pairing in (2.19) imply that the above decomposition
is an orthogonal decomposition.
Although denition (2.19) of the pairing is not manifestly symmetric in two vectors
involved, it turns out that the pairing is symmetric in the graded sense, generalizing
the symmetry property (2.14) and (2.17) of the bilinear pairings on V1=2 and V1.
Proposition 2.8 (Symmetry). Let V be a connected vertex operator super algebra.
Then the pairing h ; i on V is graded symmetric: for any homogeneous vectors u; v2V
such that juj − jvj 2Z;
hu; vi=(−1)juj−jvjhv; ui: (2.21)
Proof. In the super commutator formula (2.8), let m=−1; v1 = u, and v2 = v. We then
apply the resulting formula to the vacuum vector 
. We obtain
fug−1fvgn
 − (−1)4jujjvjfvgnfug−1
=
X
0k2Z
−1
k

ffugkvgn−k−1
: ()
The resulting vectors have weight 0 if n= juj + jvj − 1. When juj + jvj<1, the con-
dition juj − jvj 2Z implies that juj= jvj=0. For this case, (2.21) has been shown
in Lemma 2.7. When juj + jvj1, we have n= juj + jvj − 10 and consequently
fvgn
=0 by the creation property (2.12). Thus the rst term in () always vanishes.
For the second term, fvgnfug−1
= fvgnu=Yjuj(v)u= hv; ui
 again by the creation
property (2.12) and the denition of the pairing. As for the right-hand side, the term
ffugnvgn−k−1
 can be non-trivial only when kn= juj + jvj − 1 by (2.12). Since
the weight of the vector inside of the brace is jfugkvj= juj + jvj − k − 1, we have
fugkv=0 when kjuj+ jvj by the weight reason. Thus only one term corresponding
to k = juj+ jvj − 1 in the summation on the right-hand side can be non-trivial and that
term is given by −1
juj+ jvj − 1

ffugjuj+jvj−1vg−1
 = (−1)juj+jvj−1fugjuj+jvj−1v
= (−1)juj+jvj−1Yjvj(u)v:
Now the identity () gives −(−1)4jujjvjhv; ui=(−1)juj+jvj−1hu; vi. Since 2juj and 2jvj
are integral, the condition juj + jvj 2Z also implies juj − jvj 2Z. Let juj= k=2 and
jvj= ‘=2 for k; ‘2Z. Also let k+‘=2m and k−‘=2r for m; r 2Z. Then 4jujjvj−juj−
jvj=m(m− 1)− r(r + 1)+ r rmod 2. Hence (−1)4jujjvj−juj−jvj=(−1)r =(−1)juj−jvj.
This completes the proof of (2.21).
From the graded symmetry formula (2.21), the symmetry properties of the pairings
(2.13) and (2.16) on subspaces V1=2 and V1 follow because vectors a; b in (2.13) and
vectors x; y in (2.16) have the same weight.
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For any x2V1 = g, the vertex operator fxg0 preserves the grading of V . So, each
weight space Vd is a representation of the \Lie algebra" g for any 0  d2 12Z.
Proposition 2.9 (g-invariance of 
 and !). Let h ; i be the pairing (2.19) on a con-
nected vertex operator super algebra V . The following statements hold:
(i) The vacuum vector 
2V0 is g-invariant; namely g 
= [g; 
] = 0.
(ii) Suppose h!; gi=0. Then [D(m); x(n)]= n x(m+ n) for any m; n2Z and x2 g.
In particular; the operator D(m) :V !V is g-equivariant for all m2Z.
(iii) Suppose h!; gi=0. Then the canonical Virasoro vector ! is g-invariant; that
is; g != [g; !] = 0.
Proof. For any x2 g; [x; 
] = fxg0
= hx; 
i
=0 by Lemma 2.7, since jxj>0. This
proves (i). For (ii), from the super commutator formula (2.8), we have
f!gm+1fxgn − fxgnf!gm+1 =
X
0k2Z

m+ 1
k

ff!gkxgm+n+1−k :
We calculate the right-hand side. Using a consequence of the translation property (2.7)
and f!g0 =D(−1), we have ff!g0xgm+n+1 = (m + n + 1)fxgm+n. Similarly using
f!g1 =D(0), we have ff!g1xgm+n=−fxgm+n. Since h!; xi=0 by our hypothesis,
ff!g2xgm+n−1 = fD(1)xgm+n−1 = h!; xif
gm+n−1 = 0. Also, by the weight reason,
f!gkx=0 for all k  3. Since f!gm+1 =D(m) and fxgn= x(n), rewriting the above
commutator formula proves (ii).
For (iii), again from the super commutator formula, we have fxg0f!g−1−f!g−1fxg0
= ffxg0!g−1. The left-hand side is [x(0); D(−2)], which vanishes by (ii). Apply-
ing these operators to the vacuum 
 and using the creation property, we have 0=
ffxg0!g−1
= fxg0!= [x; !]. This shows that ! is g-invariant.
Next, we deal with the invariance property of the pairing which generalizes the
g-invariance property (2.17) of the pairing on g=V1. The generalized invariance for-
mula describes the behavior of the pairing under the action of general vertex operators.
Its various specializations will be discussed.
Proposition 2.10 (General invariance formula). Let V be a connected vertex operator
super algebra. Let v1; v2; v3 be homogeneous vectors. Then for any m; n; r 2Z such that
m+ n+ r + 2= jv1j+ jv2j+ jv3j;X
0i2Z
(−1)i

r
i

hv1; fv2gn+iv3i − (−1)4jv1jjv2j+r
X
0i2Z
(−1)i

r
i

hv2; fv1gm+iv3i
=
X
0k2Z

m
k

hfv1gr+kv2; v3i: (2.22)
Proof. We apply the Jacobi{Cauchy identity (2.2) to v3. For the resulting vectors to
have weight 0, we must have m + n + r + 2= jv1j + jv2j + jv3j. Under this weight
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condition, the coecients of the vacuum vector in the resulting formula givesX
0i2Z
(−1)i

r
i

fhv1; fv2gn+iv3i − (−1)4jv1jjv2j+rhv2; fv1gm+iv3ig
=
X
0k2Z

m
k

hfv1gr+kv2; v3i:
This proves (2.22).
The above invariance formula carries almost as much information as the Jacobi{
Cauchy identity. We deduce some useful consequences from it.
Just as we can dene the bracket product on g=V1 by using vertex operators f g0,
we can also dene a bracket product on the entire vector space V by letting
[v1; v2]= fv1g0v2; (2.23)
for any v1; v2 2V . The resulting vector [v1; v2] has weight jv1j+ jv2j − 1 when v1 and
v2 are homogeneous. This extends the denition of [ ; ] on g in (2.15) to V .
Lemma 2.11 (Jacobi identity for V ). Let V be a vertex operator super algebra. Then
the bracket product on V satises the graded Lie algebra Jacobi identity: for any
homogeneous vectors v1; v2; v3 2V;
[v1; [v2; v3]]− (−1)4jv1jjv2j[v2; [v1; v3]]= [[v1; v2]; v3]: (2.24)
Proof. By letting m= n=0 in the super commutator formula (2.8), we have
fv1g0fv2g0 − (−1)4jv1jjv2jfv2g0fv1g0 = ffv1g0v2g0:
Applying these operators to v3 and using denition (2.23) of the bracket product on
V , we obtain (2.24).
Unfortunately, this bracket product may fail to be anti-commutative. Observe that
for any homogeneous vectors u; v2V , we have f[u; v] + (−1)4jujjvj[v; u]g0 = 0 due to
the identity in the proof of Lemma 2.11. The subspace of V consisting of those vectors
v2V such that fvg0 = 0 is non-trivial. For example, from the relation (2.5), we have
fD(−1)vg0 = 0 for any v2V .
We now show that our bilinear pairing on V is V -invariant with respect to the
bracket product.
Proposition 2.12 (V -invariance). The symmetric bilinear pairing (2.19) on a con-
nected vertex operator super algebra V is invariant with respect to the bracket prod-
uct on V . More precisely; the following formulae hold:
(i) Let u2V be a homogeneous vector such that juj 6= 12 . Then for any homogeneous
vectors v1; v2 2V;
h[u; v1]; v2i+ (−1)4jujjv1jhv1; [u; v2]i=0 if juj 6= 12 : (2.25)
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(ii) Let a2V1=2. Then for any homogeneous v1; v2 2V such that jv1j+ jv2j 2Z+ 12 ;
h[a; v1]; v2i+ (−1)2jv1jhv1; [a; v2]i= ha; fv1gnv2i if jaj= 12 : (2.26)
Here; n= jv1j+ jv2j − 32 and fv1gnv2 2V1=2.
Proof. In the general invariance formula (2.22) of the bilinear pairing, we let m= r=0
and replace v1; v2; v3 by u; v1; v2, respectively. Then the weight condition is n= juj +
jv1j+ jv2j − 2, and the formula becomes
hu; fv1gnv2i − (−1)4jujjv1jhv1; fug0v2i= hfug0v1; v2i:
In the rst pairing, the weight of the second entry is jfv1gnv2j= jv2j − (n + 1 −
jv1j)= 1 − juj. Thus when juj>1, the rst pairing is trivially zero. When juj=1, we
have fv1gnv2 2C
 and the rst pairing vanishes by Lemma 2.7. When juj=0, u2C

and jfv1gnv2j=1. So, this vanishes also by Lemma 2.7. When juj= 12 , then the above
formula is the same as (2.26). This completes the proof.
When juj=0, the invariance property (2.25) trivially holds: both pairings are zero
since f
g0 = 0. The case for vectors of weight one half is curiously special. It would
be interesting to understand the meaning of the identity (2.26).
An ane Lie algebra g^ is constructed from g using a bilinear symmetric g-invariant
pairing on g. Now on the innite dimensional graded vector space V , we have a graded
symmetric and V -invariant bracket product satisfying the Lie algebra Jacobi identity.
It is an interesting question to ask what is the corresponding object which might be
denoted by bV .
Recall that the weight space Vd is a g-representation for any 0  d2 12Z, and (g; [ ; ])
is a subalgebra of (V; [ ; ]). It follows that our pairing is a g-invariant pairing between
g-representations Vr and Vs in the following sense.
Corollary 2.13 (g-invariance). Let V be as above. For any 0  r; s2 12Z; the pairing
h ; i :Vr Vs!C is g-invariant. Namely;
h[x; v1]; v2i+hv1; [x; v2]i=0; (2.27)
for any v1 2Vr; v2 2Vs; and x2 g=V1.
Proof. Straightforward from (2.25).
The general g-invariance formula (2.27) trivially shows that the symmetric bilinear
pairings (2.13) and (2.16) on V1=2 and on V1 are g-invariant. Yet, (2.27) is a very special
case of V -invariance formula (2.25), which is still a very special case of the general
invariance formula (2.22). One application of the g-invariance of the pairing is that
when we know the decomposition of weight spaces Vd into irreducible g representations,
the g-invariance of the pairing predicts when the pairing is trivial and when it can be
non-trivial.
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For the canonical Virasoro vector !2V2, we have f!g0 =D(−1). Thus as an-
other special case of the V -invariance formula (2.25), we obtain the following D(−1)-
invariance of the pairing, whose proof is also straightforward.
Corollary 2.14 (D(−1)-invariance). Let V be a connected vertex operator super al-
gebra. Then the pairing h ; i is D(−1)-invariant: for any u; v2V; we have
hD(−1)u; vi+ hu; D(−1)vi=0: (2.28)
In the above two corollaries, we showed x(0)-invariance and D(−1)-invariance of
the pairing. To discuss the behavior of the pairing with respect to other ane Lie
algebra operators x(n) and Virasoro operators D(m) for m; n2Z, we deduce yet another
formula from the general invariance formula (2.22). For any homogeneous vector u2V ,
let Y (u; )=
P
‘2Z+juj u(−‘)‘−juj. Then the operator u(−‘) raises weight by ‘2 12Z.
Proposition 2.15 (Adjoint of creation operators). Let V be a connected vertex oper-
ator super algebra. Then for any homogeneous vectors u; v1; v2 2V with juj>0; and
for any non-negative integer ‘0;
hv1; u(−‘)v2i=−(−1)4jv1jjuj
X
0k2Z
 juj − 1− ‘
k

hfugkv1; v2i: (2.29)
Here; the vertex operator u(−‘)= fugjuj−1−‘ raises weight by ‘.
In particular; for ane Lie algebra generators x(−‘) and Virasoro operators
D(−‘); we have the following formulae for any non-negative integer 0  ‘2Z:
hv1; x(−‘)v2i=−
X
0k2Z
−‘
k

hx(k)v1; v2i; (2.30)
hv1; D(−‘)v2i=−
X
0k2Z

1− ‘
k

hD(k − 1)v1; v2i; (2.31)
for any vectors v1; v2 2V .
Proof. In the general invariance formula (2.22), we let r=0 and replace v1; v2; v3 by
u; v1; v2, respectively. Then we have
hu; fv1gnv2i − (−1)4jujjv1jhv1; fugmv2i=
X
0k2Z

m
k

hfugkv1; v2i; ()
where m+ n+2= juj+ jv1j+ jv2j. The weight of the vector fv1gnv2 is jv1j+ jv2j− n−
1=m− juj+ 1=−‘, say. When ‘  0, we have jfv1gnv2j  0. Since juj>0, the rst
pairing above is trivial, by Lemma 2.7. Since m= juj − ‘− 1, we have fugm= u(−‘).
The above formula then becomes (2.29).
By letting u= x2V1 or u=!2V2, we obtain (2.30) and (2.31), respectively. This
completes the proof of Proposition 2.15.
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As a corollary to Proposition 2.15, we obtain the following formula useful for com-
putations in Section 3. See Lemma 3.2, for example.
Corollary 2.16. Let V be a connected vertex operator super algebra and let v1; v2 be
any homogeneous vectors in V . Then
hD(−1)v1; v2i=(jv1j+ jv2j)hv1; v2i: (2.32)
Proof. Letting ‘=0 in (2.31), we have hv1; D(0)v2i=−hD(−1)v1; v2i − hD(0)v1; v2i.
Since D(0)vi=−jvijvi for i=1; 2, this formula becomes (2.32).
By examining () in the proof of Proposition 2.15, we can get information on the
behavior of the Virasoro operator D(1) with respect to the pairing.
Proposition 2.17. Suppose that the pairing on a connected vertex operator super
algebra V is such that h!; gi=0. Then the following statements hold:
(i) For any homogeneous vectors v1; v2 2V;
hD(1)v1; v2i+ hv1; D(1)v2i=(jv1j − jv2j)hv1; v2i: (2.33)
(ii) If homogeneous vectors v1; v2 2V are quasi-primary; meaning D(1)vi=0 for
i=1; 2; then hv1; v2i=0 unless jv1j= jv2j.
(iii) The pairing restricted to each homogeneous space Vd is D(1)-invariant.
Proof. In () in the proof of Proposition 2.15, we let u=! and m=2. Then
h!; fv1gnv2i − hv1; D(1)v2i=
X
0k2Z

2
k

hD(k − 1)v1; v2i;
where n= jv1j + jv2j − 2. Since the weight of the vector fv1gnv2 is 1, our hypothesis
h!; gi=0 implies that the rst term on the left-hand side is 0. Hence we obtain
−hv1; D(1)v2i= hD(−1)v1; v2i+ 2hD(0)v1; v2i+ hD(1)v1; v2i:
Using (2.32) and D(0)v1 =−jv1jv1, we obtain (2.33). This proves (i).
When both v1 and v2 are quasi-primary, (2.33) gives (jv1j − jv2j)hv1; v2i=0. When
jv1j 6= jv2j, we must have hv1; v2i=0. This proves (ii). When both v1 and v2 be-
long to the same weight space, (2.33) shows that the pairing is D(1)-invariant. This
proves (iii).
We deduce another consequence of the formula () above. Observe that the
g-invariance formula (2.27) changes the order of x and v1. We can use this observation
to show that the bracket product on g is anti-commutative, provided that the pairing
on g is non-degenerate. Previously in Lemma 2.3, we proved the anti-commutativity
under a dierent, but rather too restrictive hypothesis. Recall that in Lemma 2.3 we
showed that the bracket product of g always satises the Lie algebra Jacobi identity.
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Lemma 2.18. Let V be a connected vertex operator super algebra. Suppose the re-
striction of the pairing to g=V1 is non-degenerate. Then the bracket product on g is
anti-commutative; and g has the structure of a Lie algebra.
Proof. In the formula () above, we let m=1 and replace u; v1; v2 by x; y; z in g. Then
we must have n=1 from the weight condition, and () becomes
hx; [y; z]i − hy; hx; zi
i= h[x; y]; zi+ hhx; yi
; zi:
The second terms in both sides vanish due to Lemma 2.7. By the g-invariance of
the pairing, the rst term on the left-hand side is equal to −h[y; x]; zi. Hence we
have h[x; y] + [y; x]; zi=0 for any z 2 g. By the non-degeneracy of the restriction of
the pairing to g, we have [x; y] + [y; x] = 0 for any x; y2 g. This shows the anti-
commutativity of the bracket product of g. Since we know that g always satises the
Lie algebra Jacobi identity from the proof of Lemma 2.3, we see that g has the structure
of a Lie algebra. This completes the proof.
It is often the case that a given connected vertex operator super algebra V is the
complexication of a real vertex operator super algebra VR dened over R, that is,
V =VR⊗C. As such, V is equipped with a conjugation map − :V !V which is com-
patible with the action of vertex operators in the sense that Y (u; )v=Y (u; )v for any
vectors u; v2V . In particular, this compatibility condition implies that hu; vi= hu; vi.
In such a case, we can study Hermitian pairings associated to the pairing on V and
certain conjugate linear involutions. Note that the above conjugation map itself cannot
be used directly to construct a Hermitian pairing from the pairing.
Denition 2.19 (Compatible -involution). Let V be a connected vertex operator su-
per algebra. A weight preserving conjugate linear involution  :V !V is said to be
compatible with the pairing h ; i on V if for any homogeneous vectors u; v2V , we
have hu; vi=(−1)juj−jvjhu; vi.
The intrinsic conjugation map − :V !V is not compatible with the pairing: it cannot
reproduce the sign correctly when vectors u; v2V have dierent weights mod 2. An
example of compatible -involution is given later in Denition 4.3. When a compat-
ible -involution on V is given, a sesquilinear pairing ( ; ) dened by (u; v)= hu; vi
is a Hermitian pairing: it satises (u; v)= (v; u) for any u; v2V . To see this, rst
note that (u; v)= hu; vi=(−1)juj−jvjhu; vi by the dening property of the compatible
-involution. Then the graded symmetry property (2.21) implies that this is equal to
hv; ui=(v; u).
When we are given a Hermitian pairing, our task is to investigate whether the
Virasoro operators have the Hermiticity property with respect to the Hermitian pair-
ing, and whether the Hermitian pairing is positive denite. As for the Hermiticity of
Virasoro operators, it does not hold in general as we have seen in (2.31). But on the
subspace of quasi-primary vectors, we can recover it (Proposition 3.9). We describe
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the properties of the pairing for quasi-primary vectors in the next section. In Section 4,
we will show that the Hermitian pairings are positive denite for connected vertex op-
erator super algebras generated by vertex operators associated with vectors of weight
one half.
3. Pairings and quasi-primary vectors
As before let V be a connected vertex operator super algebra. Our pairing on V may
look unusual since two vectors of dierent weight can pair non-trivially. However, if we
introduce a double grading V; using the notion of quasi-primary vectors for the rst
grading, and using the action of the Virasoro operator D(−1) for the second grading,
then we can show that the pairing is orthogonal with respect to the rst grading, that is,
hVn;; Vm;i=0 if m 6= n. We also show that the adjoint operator of D(‘) with respect
to the pairing is (−1)‘D(−‘) on quasi-primary vectors whose dierence in weight is ‘.
First, we give the denition of quasi-primary vectors.
Denition 3.1 (Quasi-primary vectors). Let V be a vertex operator super algebra.
A vector v2V is called quasi-primary if D(1)v=0. A vector v2V is called pri-
mary if D(n)v=0 for all n  1.
In this paper, we are primarily interested in quasi-primary vectors. Here are some
examples of quasi-primary vectors.
(i) The vacuum vector 
2V0 and all vectors in V1=2 are quasi-primary by the
weight reason. Actually, all of them are primary vectors.
(ii) Under the assumption h!; gi=0, all vectors in g=V1 are quasi-primary. In fact,
they are all primary. This is because D(1)x= h!; xi
=0 for any x2 g and D(n)x=0
for n  2 by the weight reson.
(iii) The canonical Virasoro element ! is quasi-primary. This is because D(1)!=
D(1)D(−2)
=−3D(−1)
=−3f!g0
=0, due to the Virasoro relation and (2.12).
Since D(2)!= h!;!i
=(c=2)
, ! is not primary.
The next result describes a surprisingly nice behavior of the pairing with respect to
the Virasoro operator D(−1).
Lemma 3.2. Let u; v be homogeneous vectors such that juj − jvj 2Z in a connected
vertex operator super algebra V; and let z and  be complex variables. Then we have
heD (−1)u; ezD (−1)vi= hu; vi
(1− + z)juj+jvj : (3.1)
In particular; for any 0m; n2Z;
hD(−1)mu; D(−1)nvi=(−1)n (m+ n+ juj+ jvj − 1)!
(juj+ jvj − 1)! hu; vi: (3.2)
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Proof. Let juj+ jvj= r 2Z. A simple induction by using Corollary 2.16 gives
D(−1)n
n!
u; v

=
(r + n− 1)(r + n− 2)    r
n!
hu; vi=(−1)n
−r
n

hu; vi:
Here we used (2.10) to rewrite the binomial coecient. From this, we have
heD (−1)u; vi=
X
n0
(−1)n
−r
n

nhu; vi= hu; vi
(1− ) r :
Here, we have assumed that jj<1 for the convergence of the above power series.
But by analytic continuation, we can let  be arbitrary. Now the D(−1)-invariance of
the pairing (2.28) implies that hewD (−1)u; ewD (−1)vi= hu; vi for any w2C and for any
vectors u and v, homogeneous or not. Hence
heD (−1)u; ezD (−1)vi= he(−z)D (−1)u; vi= hu; vi
(1− + z) r ;
using the above calculation. This proves formula (3.1). By expanding (3.1) at =0
and at z=0, and by examining the coecients of mzn of both sides, we obtain (3.2).
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.
In the calculation with the Lie algebra sl2(C)=CD(−1)CD(0)CD(1), we will
need the following computational results with quasi-primary vectors.
Lemma 3.3. Let u be a homogeneous quasi-primary vector in a vertex operator super
algebra. Let  and z be complex variables. Then we have
eD (1)ezD (−1)u=(1− z)−2juj exp

z
1− zD(−1)

u: (3.3)
In particular; for any integers n 0; ‘ k  0;8>>><>>>:
D(1)nD(−1)nu=(n!)2
−2juj
n

u;
D(1)kD(−1)‘u= k! ‘!
(‘ − k)!
−(‘ − k)− 2juj
k

D(−1)‘−ku:
(3.4)
Proof. Let
d1 =

0 1
0 0

; 2d0 =

1 0
0 −1

and d−1 =

0 0
−1 0

be Lie algebra elements of the complex Lie group SL2(C). These elements satisfy
the same commutation relation [dm; dn] = (n−m)dm+n as the one satised by Virasoro
operators D(1), D(0), and D(−1) acting on V . Thus V is a representation of the Lie
algebra Lie(SL2(C)) ⊗ C= sl2(C) sl2(C). Hence V is also a representation of the
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simply connected Lie group SL2(C). The following decomposition in the Lie group
SL2(C),
1 
0 1

1 0
−z 1

=
 
1 0
−z
1−z 1
! 
1− z 0
0 11−z
! 
1 1−z
0 1
!
;
means that we have
ed1ezd−1 = exp

z
1− zd−1

 (1− z)2d0 exp


1− zd1

in terms of the Lie algebra elements. When we let these elements in Lie(SL2(C)) act
on V , elements di are replaced by the Virasoro operators D(i) and we have
eD (1)ezD (−1) = exp

z
1− zD(−1)

(1− z)2D (0) exp


1− zD(1)

: (3.5)
Applying these operators to a quasi-primary vector u and using the identities D(1)u=0
and D(0)u=− juju, we have (3.3). Comparing the coecients of the expansion of both
sides of (3.3) at z=0 and =0, we obtain (3.4). This completes the proof of Lemma
3.3.
For a quasi-primary homogeneous vector u2V , let D[u]V denote the subspace of
V generated from u by applying the operator D(−1) successively. The vector space
D[u] is a highest weight representation of sl2(C)=CD(−1)CD(0)CD(1) with the
highest weight vector u of D(0)-weight −juj. We call D[u] the subspace belonging to
a homogeneous quasi-primary vector u2V .
Proposition 3.4. Let V be a connected vertex operator super algebra. Then the fol-
lowing statements hold:
(i) The vacuum vector generates the trivial representation; that is; D[
] =C
.
(ii) Let u 6=0 be a homogeneous quasi-primary vector of positive weight. Then
D[u] =
M
n0
CD(−1)nu: (3.6)
(iii) Assume that h!; gi=0 holds in V . Let v1 and v2 be homogeneous quasi-
primary vectors of dierent weight. Then the subspaces D[v1] and D[v2] belonging to
these vectors are orthogonal with respect to the pairing:
hD[v1]; D[v2]i=0: (3.7)
(iv) Suppose homogeneous quasi-primary vectors v1 and v2 have the same weight
jv1j= jv2j= h. Then the pairing of D(−1)mv1 2D[v1] and D(−1)nv2 2D[v2] is com-
pletely determined by the pairing of v1 and v2. In fact;
heD (−1)v1; ezD (−1)v2i= hv1; v2i(1− + z)2h : (3.8)
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In particular; for any integers m; n 0;
hD(−1)mv1; D(−1)nv2i=(−1)n (m+ n+ 2h− 1)!(2h− 1)! hv1; v2i: (3.9)
Proof. Since D(−1)
= f!g0
=0 by the creation property (2.12), (i) follows.
For (ii), we have to show that the vectors D(−1)nu are non-trivial for all non-
negative integers n. To see this, from (3.4) we have
D(1)nD(−1)nu=(n!)2
−2juj
n

u
for all n 0. Since the coecient on the right-hand side is non-zero when juj>0,
we conclude that D(−1)nu 6=0 for all n 0. These vectors are linearly independent
because they have dierent weight. This proves (ii).
When v1 and v2 are quasi-primary vectors of dierent weight, then from
Proposition 2.17 (ii), their pairing is trivial hv1; v2i=0. By (3.2), this means that any
vector from D[v1] and any vector from D[v2] pair trivially. Hence hD[v1]; D[v2]i=0.
This proves (iii). (iv) is a consequence of Lemma 3.2. This completes the proof of
Proposition 3.4.
The behavior of the pairing with respect to quasi-primary vectors described in
Proposition 3.4 naturally leads to the introduction of a double grading on the vertex
operator super algebra V . Let Vn;0V be the subspace spanned by quasi-primary vec-
tors of weight n for any 0 n2 12Z. We then let Vn; k =D(−1)kVn;0V for any integer
k  0. The total weight of any vector in Vn; k is n+k. Thus the weight space Vh contains
all the subspaces Vn; k with n+ k = h. By Proposition 3.4(ii), D(−1)k :Vn;0!Vn; k is an
isomorphism of vector spaces when n>0. For n 0, let Vn;=
L
0k2Z Vn; k be the
subspace of V spanned by vectors derived from homogeneous quasi-primary vectors
of weight n by the action of D(−1). Let V0;=V0.
In the next result we show that D(−1) action does not mix subspaces Vn; for
dierent n, using the general representation theory of sl2(C). In the context of vertex
operator super algebras, we can be more precise than the general situation.
Proposition 3.5. The subspaces fVh;g of a connected vertex operator super algebra
satisfying h!; gi=0 form an orthogonal direct sum decomposition:
V =V0
M
0<h2 12Z
Vh; with hVn;; Vm;i=0 if n 6=m: (3.10)
Thus for any homogeneous vector v2Vh of weight h; there uniquely exist quasi-
primary vectors uh−‘ of weight h− ‘ for all integers 0 ‘<h such that
v=
X
0‘<h
D(−1)‘uh−‘ 2
M
0‘<h
Vh−‘; ‘: (3.11)
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Let v1 and v2 be homogeneous quasi-primary vectors of weight m and n; respectively;
such that m+ n2Z; and let their quasi-primary representations be
v1 =
X
0<‘2Z+n
D(−1)n−‘u(1)‘ ; v2 =
X
0<‘2Z+m
D(−1)m−‘u(2)‘ :
Then their pairing is given by
hv1; v2i=
X
0<‘2Z+m
(−1)m−‘ (m+ n− 1)!
(2‘ − 1)! hu
(1)
‘ ; u
(2)
‘ i: (3.12)
In particular; if jv1j<jv2j and v2 is quasi-primary; then hv1; v2i=0. In other words;
a homogeneous quasi-primary vector can pair non-trivially only with homogeneous
vectors of the same weight or higher.
Proof. From (3.7), it is clear that we have hVn;; Vm;i=0 if m 6= n. This shows that
(3.10) is an orthogonal decomposition. We have to show that it is a direct sum decom-
position, which is the same as proving (3.11). Note that being orthogonal does not nec-
essarily mean having trivial intersection: there can be vectors orthogonal to themselves.
Let v be any homogeneous vector of weight h. Suppose D(1)r+1v=0, but D(1) rv 6=0
for some non-negative integer r. Since the hypothesis h!; gi=0 implies D(1)x=0 for
any vector x of weight 1, the integer r must be less than h. By construction, D(1) rv
is a homogeneous quasi-primary vector of weight h− r. So we let uh−r =D(1) rv. We
choose homogeneous quasi-primary vectors uh−r+‘ for 0 ‘ r by induction on ‘. If
r=0, then we are already done. So let r 1. The ‘=0 case has been taken care of. Let
0 ‘ r − 1 and suppose we have chosen homogeneous quasi-primary vectors uh−r ,
uh−r+1; : : : ; uh−r+‘ such that D(1)r−‘v is in the vector space spanned by D(−1)‘uh−r ,
D(−1)‘−1uh−r+1; : : : ; uh−r+‘. We choose uh−r+‘+1 as follows. If D(1)r−‘−1v is in the
vector space spanned by D(−1)‘+1uh−r , D(−1)‘uh−r+1; : : : ; D(−1)uh−r+‘, then we let
uh−r+‘+1 =0. If not, the inductive hypothesis gives
D(1)r−‘v=
‘X
j= 0
a(‘)j D(−1) juh−r+‘−j; ()
for some constants a(‘)j , not all 0. Here we let a
(‘)
j =0 if uh−r+‘−j =0. Now let
uh−r+‘+1 =D(1)r−‘−1v+
‘X
j= 0
a(‘)j
(j + 1)(2h− 2r + 2‘ − j)D(−1)
j+1uh−r+‘−j:
By our assumption, this vector is non-trivial. Using (3.4) and (), we can check that
D(1)uh−r+‘+1 =0. Thus uh−r+‘+1 is a non-trivial homogeneous quasi-primary vector of
weight h− r+‘+1. By its construction, D(1)r−‘−1v is in the vector subspace spanned
by uh−r+‘+1, D(−1)uh−r+‘; : : : ; D(−1)‘+1uh−r . This completes the inductive step and
we have shown the existence of quasi-primary homogeneous vectors u‘ such that v is
a linear combination of uh, D(−1)uh−1; : : : ; D(−1) ruh−r . Letting the constants of linear
combination be absorbed in quasi-primary vectors, we have the expression (3.11).
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To see the uniqueness of the quasi-primary vectors u‘ for a given homogeneous
vector v, suppose we have another quasi-primary representation of the form v=P
0‘<h D(−1)‘u0h−‘ for some homogeneous quasi-primary vectors u0h−‘ of weight
h − ‘. We show that uh−‘= u0h−‘ for all integers 0 ‘<h by contradiction. Let ‘
be the largest integer such that uh−‘ 6= u0h−‘. Since D(1)‘ annihilates D(−1)kuh−k and
D(−1)ku0h−k for 0 k  ‘ − 1 because uh−k , u0h−k are quasi-primary, we haveX
0j<h−‘
D(1)‘D(−1)‘+juh−‘−j =D(1)‘v=
X
0j<h−‘
D(1)‘D(−1)‘+ju0h−‘−j:
By our choice of ‘, we have uh−‘−j = u0h−‘−j for all j 1. Hence from the above iden-
tity, we must have D(1)‘D(−1)‘uh−‘=D(1)‘D(−1)‘u0h−‘. But by (3.4), this implies
uh−‘= u0h−‘ since
(‘!)2
−2h+ 2‘
‘

6=0 for 0 ‘<h:
This is a contradiction to our hypothesis we started from. This proves the uniqueness
of the quasi-primary representation of homogeneous vectors.
This proves the existence and the uniqueness of the quasi-primary decomposition,
and we have shown that (3.10) is a direct sum decomposition.
Formula (3.12) is a consequence of (3.9). The last statement is now obvious. This
completes the proof of Proposition 3.5.
So far, we have investigated the behavior of the pairing with respect to the action of
D(−1). Next we study the action of the Virasoro operator D(1). In this situation, the
notion of quasi-primary vectors simplies the calculation. For the next lemma, compare
it with Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.6. Let V be a connected vertex operator super algebra satisfying the prop-
erty h!; gi=0. Let v1 and v2 be homogeneous vectors such that 0<jv1j − jv2j 2Z.
Suppose v2 is quasi-primary. Then letting  be a complex variable; we have
heD (1)v1; v2i=(1 + )jv1j−jv2jhv1; v2i: (3.13)
Proof. Letting D(1)v2 = 0 in (2.33), we get hD(1)v1; v2i= khv1; v2i, where k =
jv1j − jv2j, for any homogeneous vector v1. Hence, by a simple induction, we have
hD(1) rv1; v2i=(k − r + 1)    khv1; v2i=(k!=(k − r)!)hv1; v2i, and heD (1)v1; v2i=P
0r2Z
(k
r

rhv1; v2i=(1 + )khv1; v2i. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.6.
Lemma 3.7. Let v2V be a quasi-primary vector in a vertex operator super alge-
bra V . Then for any integers d r 0;
D(1)d−rD(r + 2)v=
d!
r!
D(d+ 2)v: (3.14)
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Proof. From (2.4), we have [D(1); D(k) ]= (k−1)D(k+1). Since v is quasi-primary,
applying this identity to v, we have D(1)D(k)v=(k − 1)D(k + 1)v. Now a simple
induction completes the proof of Lemma 3.7.
Proposition 3.8. Let V be a connected vertex operator super algebra with the prop-
erty h!; gi=0. Let v1; v2 be homogeneous quasi-primary vectors with jv1j−jv2j=d+2
for some non-negative integer d. Then for any integer r 2Z;
hD(r + 2)v1; v2i=

d
r

hD(d+ 2)v1; v2i: (3.15)
Here; the left-hand side and the binomial coecient are zero when r>d or r<0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, we have h(d!=r!)D(d+ 2)v1; v2i= hD(1)d−rD(r + 2)v1; v2i for
any integer r such that 0 rd. This is equal to (d−r)!hD(r+2)v1; v2i by comparing
the coecients of d−r in (3.13). This proves (3.15) when 0 rd.
When r>d, the weight of D(r + 2)v1 is less than the weight of the quasi-primary
vector v2. Hence their pairing is zero by the last part of Proposition 3.5.
When −3 r− 1, we have D(r + 2)v1 2D[v1] and the pairing with v2 is zero by
(3.7). When r− 4, the adjoint formula for the creation operators (2.31) expresses
hD(r+2)v1; v2i in terms of hv1; D(k − 1)v2i for k  0. Since v1 is quasi-primary, these
pairings vanish by the weight reason given at the end of Proposition 3.5. This completes
the proof of Proposition 3.8.
Proposition 3.9. Let V be a connected vertex operator super algebra satisfying the
property h!; gi=0. Let v1 and v2 be homogeneous quasi-primary vectors such that
jv1j= jv2j+ d+ 2 for some non-negative integer d. Then for any integer ‘2Z;
hv1; D(−‘ − 2)v2i=(−1)d

‘ + 3
d+ 3

hD(d+ 2)v1; v2i; (3.16)
where the left-hand side and the binomial coecient are both zero when ‘d − 1.
In particular; the following adjoint formula holds:
hv1; D(−d− 2)v2i=(−1)dhD(d+ 2)v1; v2i: (3.17)
Proof. Since v1 is homogeneous and quasi-primary, it can only pair non-trivially
with vectors of the same weight or higher. So, non-trivial pairings between v1 and
D(−‘−2)v2 can occur only when ‘d. In this case, noting that the vectors D(−1)v1,
D(0)v1, and D(1)v1(= 0) in D[v1] pair trivially with v2 by Proposition 3.4(iii). Using
the adjoint formula (2.31) for creation operators, we have
hv1; D(−‘ − 2)v2i=−
X
k0
−1− ‘
k

hD(k − 1)v1; v2i
=−
X
r0
−1− ‘
r + 3

hD(r + 2)v1; v2i
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=−
X
0rd
−1− ‘
r + 3

d
d− r

hD(d+ 2)v1; v2i:
The last equality is due to Proposition 3.8. But the integer
X
0rd
−1− ‘
r + 3

d
d− r

is the coecient of xd+3 in the expansion of (1 + x)−1−‘(1 + x)d=(1 + x)d−1−‘, and
it is equal to
d− 1− ‘
d+ 3

=(−1)d+3

‘ + 3
d+ 3

using (2.10). This proves (3.16). By letting ‘=d, we obtain (3.17). This completes
the proof of Proposition 3.9.
When jv1j= jv2j+1 for quasi-primary vectors v1, v2, a similar argument shows that
the pairings hD(m)v1; v2i, hv1; D(n)v2i are zero for any integers m; n2Z.
The concise generating formulae for (3.15), (3.16) are given by hY (!; )v1; v2i=
((1+)d=d+4)hD(d+2)v1; v2i, hv1; Y (!; )v2i=((−)d=(1−)d+4)hD(d+2)v1; v2i, re-
spectively, regarding  as a complex variable. It follows that hY (!; )v1; v2i= hv1; Y (!;
+ 1)v2i. In fact, hY (u1; )u2; u3i= hu2; Y (u1; + 1)u3i holds in general.
4. Compatible conjugate-linear involutions and positive-denite Hermitian pairings
We show that for a connected vertex operator super algebra V equipped with some
extra structures and generated by vectors of weight one half, the associated Hermitian
pairing is positive denite. First we show that the structure of such vertex operator
super algebras is completely determined by the dimension of the weight space V1=2.
Let A=V1=2. For any a2A, let Y (a; )=
P
n2Z a(n+
1
2)
−n−1 be the associated vertex
operator, where the operator a(n+ 12) lowers weight by n+
1
2 . By Proposition 2.2, the
vertex operators a(n+ 12) for a2A and n2Z act on V , and they realize a representation
of the Cliord algebra Cli (Z+ 12) generated by a(m+
1
2)’s whose anti-commutation
relation is of the form
a(m+ 12)b(−n− 12 ) + b(−n− 12 )a(m+ 12)= ha; bim;n; (4.1)
for any a; b2A and m; n2Z. It is well-known that there is essentially a unique irre-
ducible Cliord module for the Cliord algebra Cli (Z+ 12). In terms of the Cliord
multiplication, the Cliord module containing A is given by
VNS =
O
0m2Z
^
A(−m− 12 )  
: (4.2)
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Here, A(−m− 12 )Cli (Z+ 12) is a copy of A of weight m+ 12 for m2Z. Put
A(Z+ 12)
−=
M
0n2Z
A(−n− 12 ); A(Z+ 12)+ =
M
0m2Z
A(m+ 12):
The vectors in A(Z + 12)
− act on VNS by exterior multiplication, and the vectors
in A(Z + 12)
+ act on VNS by derivation and they annihilate the vacuum vector 
.
This derivation property comes from (4.1). Under the action of the Cliord algebra
Cli (Z + 12), the vector space V decomposes into a direct sum of isomorphic copies
of VNS as modules over the Cliord algebra.
It turns out that the Jacobi{Cauchy identity (2.2) completely determines all vertex
operators in VNS, which is spanned by elements of the form
v= b‘(−n‘ − 12 )b‘−1(−n‘−1 − 12 )    b1(−n1 − 12 )
; (4.3)
where b1; : : : ; b‘ 2A and 0 n1; : : : ; n‘ 2Z. We show this in the following lemma. For
any vector a2V1=2, put a()=
P
m2Z a(m+
1
2)
−m−1. We also put
a(r)() =
1
r!
dr
dr
(X
m2Z
a

m+
1
2

−m−1
)
=
X
0i2Z
(−1) r

1 + r
r

a(i + 12)
−i−r−1
+
X
0i2Z

i + r
r

a(−r − i − 12 )i; (4.4)
for any 0 r 2Z. Let :  : denote the normal ordering dened by
: b1(m1)b2(m2)    br(mr) := sgn()b(1)(m(1))    b(r)(m(r)): (4.5)
Here,  is a permutation on r letters such that m(1)m(2)   m(r). Note that any
two vectors in A(Z + 12)
− anti-commute due to (4.1). Similarly for A(Z + 12)
+. Thus
dierent choices of a permutation  with the above property dene the same normal
ordering.
Lemma 4.1 (cf. Kac [9, Theorem 4.5]). Let V be a connected vertex operator su-
per algebra. For any non-negative integers n1; n2; : : : ; n‘ 0; and for any vectors
b1; b2; : : : ; b‘ in V1=2; let v= b‘(−n‘ − 12 )b‘−1(−n‘−1 − 12 )    b1(−n1 − 12 )
2V . Then
the vertex operator Y (v; ) must be given by
Y (v; )=: b(n‘)‘ ()b
(n‘−1)
‘−1 ()    b(n1)1 () : : (4.6)
Proof. We prove this by induction on the number of factors ‘ of the vector v. When
‘=0, we have v=
. Due to axiom (2.3), identity (4.6) holds when ‘=0. Now
assume formula (4.6) for some ‘ with ‘ 0. In the Jacobi{Cauchy identity (2.2), let
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v1 = a, v2 = v, m=0, and replace r by −1− r. We obtain
fa(−r − 12 )vgn =
X
0i2Z
(−1)i
−1− r
i

a(−r − i − 12 )fvgn+i
−(−1)2jvj−r−1
X
0i2Z
(−1)i
−1− r
i

fvgn−r−i−1a(i + 12):
From binomial identity (2.10), we have
(−1)i
−1− r
i

=

i + r
i

:
The number of Cliord elements in each operator fvg with the above v is ‘, and
it is congruent to 2jvj modulo 2. So we have (−1)2jvjfvgn−r−i−1a(i + 12)=: a(i +
1
2)fvgn−r−i−1: in terms of normal ordering. Multiplying both sides of the above identity
by −n−1, summing over n, and changing the order of the summation, we obtain
Y (a(−r − 12 )v; )
=:
X
0i2Z

i + r
i

a(−r − i − 12 )i
 X
n2Z
fvgn+i−n−i−1
!
:
+ :
X
0i2Z
(−1) r

i + r
r

a(i + 12)
−i−r−1
 X
n2Z
fvgn−r−i−1−n+r+i
!
:
=:
0@ X
0i2Z

i + r
i

a(−r − i − 12 )i
+
X
0i2Z
(−1) r

i + r
r

a(i + 12)
−i−r−1
1AY (v; ) : ;
which is equal to : a(r)()Y (v; ):=: a(r)b(n‘)‘    b(n1)1 (): by (4.4) and by the inductive
hypothesis. This completes the inductive step and Lemma 4.1 is proved.
Now, assume that V is a connected vertex operator super algebra equipped with a
conjugation map, which is a conjugate linear involution : V !V preserving weights
such that 
=
. We assume that the conjugation map in V is compatible with the
action of vertex operators in the sense that for any u; v2V , we have
Y (v; )u=Y (v; )u: (4.7)
Here, for convenience, the conjugation map is applied only to vectors in V , and the
formal variable  is not aected. (If we regard  as a complex variable in CP1, then of
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course it is natural to conjugate  also.) By equating the coecient of 0 = 1, the for-
mula (4.7) implies hu; vi= hu; vi. If we dene the conjugation of an operator  :V !V
by (u)= (u), then the compatibility condition (4.7) also implies that the conjugate
of a vertex operator is the vertex operator of the conjugate. Namely, fvgn= fvgn. To
see this, simply observe that Y (v; )u=Y (v; )u=Y (v; )u.
Suppose A=V1=2 is N dimensional. Let EN A be the real subspace xed under the
conjugation map. Then A=E ⊗ C and the conjugation map on A is obtained by the
standard conjugation in the factor C. Throughout this section, we make the following
assumptions on the pairing on V .
(i) With respect to the pairing, we have h!; gi=0. Thus D(1)g=0 and all vectors
of weight 1 are quasi-primary (actually primary).
(ii) The restriction of the pairing to the real structure EA is positive denite.
Let fe1; : : : ; eNg be any R-orthonormal basis of E with respect to the pairing. In
VNS, due to the compatibility condition (4.7), the conjugate of a vector of the form
(4.3) is obtained by conjugating the individual Cliord elements.
It is known that the subspace VNSV has the structure of a vertex operator super
algebra, where the vertex operators are given by Lemma 4.1, and the canonical Virasoro
element is given by
!=− 1
2
NX
i= 1
ei(− 32 )ei(− 12 )
2VNS2 : (4.8)
For example, see [4]. From Lemma 4.1, the associated Virasoro operator Y (!; )=P
m2ZD(m)
−m−2 is given by
D(k)=
NX
i= 1
X
m2Z+12
(m− 12k) : ei(m)ei(k − m): : (4.9)
We now show that the graded vector space VNS admits a unique vertex operator super
algebra structure. Namely, the one mentioned above.
Proposition 4.2 (Characterization of VNS). Let V be a connected vertex operator su-
per algebra with VNS as in (4.2). Then the following statements hold:
(i) The graded vector space VNS has a unique vertex operator super algebra
structure; provided that the canonical Virasoro element ! of weight 2 is assumed
to satisfy the condition h!; gi=0; where g=VNS1 .
(ii) The vertex operator super algebra VNS is the smallest subalgebra of V con-
taining A=V1=2.
Proof. Lemma 4.1 shows that there is only one possible choice of an associated vertex
operator for each vector in VNS in order that the Jacobi{Cauchy identity is satised.
We show the uniqueness of the Virasoro vector !2VNS2 under the condition h!; gi=0.
With respect to the bracket product dened in (2.15) or in (2.23), g=
V2 A(− 12 )
 can
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be easily seen to be isomorphic to the orthogonal Lie algebra o(N ). The vertex oper-
ator super algebra structure of VNS imposes that VNS2 is a representation of g= o(N ).
From Proposition 2.9(iii), the condition h!; gi=0 implies that ! must be g= o(N )-
invariant. Thus the Virasoro element ! must belong to the o(N )-invariant subspace
of V2 =
V4 A(− 12 ) (A(− 32 ) ⊗ A(− 12 )). When N 6=4, the o(N )-invariant subspace is
1-dimensional generated by !2A(− 32 ) ⊗ A(− 12 ) given in (4.8). It essentially corres-
ponds to the identity map in Hom(A; A). In this one-dimensional invariant subspace
C!, there is a unique choice of a vector whose associated vertex operator satises the
commutation relation of Virasoro algebra (2.4). Namely !.
When N =4, the o(4)-invariant subspace in V2 is 2-dimensional: (V2)o(4) =CC!,
where = e1(− 12 )e2(− 12 )e3(− 12 )e4(− 12 )
2
V4 A(− 12 )
 is the \volume" form.
We show that a linear combination !0= a + b! has the translation property (2.5)
if and only if !0=!. It is known that ! has this property [4, etc.]. Now suppose !0
is such that Y (f!0g0v; )=− (d=d)Y (v; ) for any v2V . By applying this identity to 

and equating the constant terms, we have afg0v+(b−1)f!g0v=0 for any v2V . Here,
we used f!g0v=−fvg−2
, which is valid because we know that ! has the translation
property. To reach the desired conclusion, we only have to show that vectors fg0v and
f!g0v are linearly independent for some v. For example, put v= e1(− 12 )
. Then a sim-
ple calculation shows that fg0v= e2(− 12 )e3(− 12 )e4(− 12 )
, and f!g0v=− e1(− 32 )
.
These two vectors are obviously linearly independent. Hence we must have a=0 and
b=1. Thus the only vector in VNS with the translation property is !. This proves the
uniqueness of the canonical Virasoro element. Hence the vertex operator super algebra
structure on the graded vector space VNS is unique. This proves (i).
Since VNS is contained in any vertex operator super algebra W such that AW1=2,
(ii) follows. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.
Remark. In [7, Section 8], it is shown that any vertex operator super algebra V can
be factored in the form V =VNS ⊗ V? as a tensor product of vertex operator super
algebras, where V? consists of vectors which are annihilated by operators a(m + 12)
for any a2V1=2 and for any non-negative integer m.
Let v= b1(−n1− 12 )b2(−n2− 12 )    br(−nr − 12 )
 for some b1; b2; : : : ; br 2A and for
some non-negative integers n1; : : : ; nr  0. Also, let j~nj=
Pr
j= 1 nj. A simple calcul-
ation using Lemma 4.1 shows that each component of the vertex operator Y (v; )=P
m2Z Ym(v)
−m−jvj in (2.6) is given by
Ym(v)= (−1)j~nj
X
P
j(mj+
1
2 ) =m
rY
j= 1
(mj + 1)nj
nj!
: b1(m1 + 12)    br(mr + 12) :; (4.10)
Here, ()n=   (+1)    (+ n− 1) for any 2C and n2Z+: it is the Pochhammer
symbol. Note that (mj + 1)nj =nj! = (mj + nj)!=(mj! nj!) is a binomial coecient when
mj is non-negative.
Using the conjugation map in V , we dene a weight preserving conjugate linear
involution in VNS as follows.
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Denition 4.3. A conjugate linear involutive isomorphism  :VNS!VNS is dened as
follows. If u= b1(−n1 − 12 )    br(−nr − 12 )
 for some b1; : : : ; br 2A and for some
non-negative integers 0 n1; : : : ; nr 2Z, let
u=(−1)j~nj br(−nr − 12 )    b1(−n1 − 12 )
=(−1)j~nj+r(r−1)=2u; (4.11)
where j~nj= n1 + n2 +    + nr . We then extend the map  to VNS conjugate linearly.
The sign (−1)r(r−1)=2 comes from the reordering of elements.
For example, the canonical Virasoro vector !2VNS2 is such that !=!. Recall
that in Denition 2.19, we dened the notion of compatible -involutions. The above
-involution turns out to be compatible (Denition 2.19) with the pairing.
Proposition 4.4 (Compatible -involution). The conjugate linear involution  :VNS!
VNS in Denition 4:3 is compatible with the pairing: for any homogeneous vectors
u; v2V with juj − jvj2Z; we have
hu; vi=(−1)juj−jvjhu; vi: (4.12)
Proof. By conjugate linearity, we only have to show (4.12) for vectors u; v of the
form u= b1(−n1 − 12 )    br(−nr − 12 )
, and v= c1(−m1 − 12 )    cs(−ms − 12 )
, where
bi; cj 2V1=2 and 0ni; mj2Z. From the denition of the -involution above, we have
u=(−1)j~nj+r(r−1)=2u and v=(−1)j~mj+s(s−1)=2v. Hence
hu; vi
=Yjvj(u)v=(−1)j~nj+j~mj+r(r−1)=2+s(s−1)=2Yjvj(u)v:
Since juj= j~nj + r=2 and jvj= j~mj + s=2, the exponent of (−1) in the above formula
can be written as juj − jvj + (r + s)(r − s)=2 − (r − s). Since juj − jvj2Z, we have
r − s; r + s22Z. So, the above exponent is congruent to juj − jvj modulo 2. Since
the conjugation map is compatible with the action of vertex operators as in (4:7), we
have (−1)juj−jvjhu; vi
=Yjvj(u)v=Yjvj(u)v= hu; vi
 using 
=
, which is one of
the assumptions on the conjugation map. This completes the proof.
Since VNS is a vertex operator super algebra, we examine the behavior of the compat-
ible -involution above with respect to the action of vertex operators. Since the action
of vertex operators on VNS is essentially the action of the Cliord algebra Cli (Z+ 12)
on its module, we rst examine the behavior of the -involution with respect to the
Cliord multiplication.
Proposition 4.5. For any homogeneous elements 2Cli (Z+ 12) and u2VNS;
(  u)=(−1)4jjjuj+jj(2jj−1)  u: (4.13)
Here; the dot \" denotes the Cliord multiplication. In particular; if jj2Z; then
(  u)=(−1)jj  u: (4.14)
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Proof. Since the Cliord multiplication and the -involution are both R-linear, we only
have to show (4.13) for elements  and u of the form
= c1(−‘1 − 12 )    cp(−‘p − 12 )d1(m1 + 12)   dq(mq + 12)2Cli (Z+ 12);
u= dq(−mq − 12 )   d1(−m1 − 12 )b1(−n1 − 12 )    br(−nr − 12 )
2VNS;
where 0‘i; mj; nk 2Z, ci; dj; bk 2fa1; : : : ; aN ; a1 ; : : : ; aNg, and p; q; r  0. Here, if di=
dj, then mi 6=mj. Also, vectors di and bj are such that hdi; bki=0 and hdi; dji= ij for
1 i; jq and 1kr. The sets of vectors of the above form give rise to C-bases of
Cli (Z+ 12) and of V
NS; respectively. Using (4:8), we immediately have
  u= c1(−‘1 − 12 )    cp(−‘p − 12 )b1(−n1 − 12 )    br(−nr − 12 )
:
Applying the -involution and rearranging the elements cj(−‘j − 12 ), we have
(  u) = (−1)j~nj+j~‘j+rp+p(p−1)=2c1(−‘1 − 12 )    cp(−‘p − 12 )
br(−nr − 12 )    b1(−n1 − 12 )
:
On the other hand, a similar calculation shows that
  u = (−1)j~mj+j~nj+rq+q(q−1)=2c1(−‘1 − 12 )    cp(−‘p − 12 )br(−nr − 12 )   
b1(−n1 − 12 )
:
Thus ( u)=(−1)h  u, where h= j~‘j− j~mj+(r+q)(p−q)+(p−q)(p−q−1)=2.
Since jj= j~‘j − j~mj + (p − q)=2 and juj= j~mj + j~nj + (r + q)=2, a simple calculation
shows that 4jjjuj(p − q)(r + q)mod 2, and that jj(2jj − 1) − (j~‘j − j~mj) +
(p − q)(p − q − 1)=2. This shows that the above exponent h of (−1) is congruent
to 4jjjuj + jj(2jj − 1)mod 2. This proves (4.13). The formula (4.14) follows from
(4.13). This completes the proof of Proposition 4.5.
Formula (4.14) becomes more pleasant when the Cliord element  is real, that
is, = . For example, this is the case when  is the vertex operator associated with
a vector in the real subspace of VNS xed under the conjugation map, because the
conjugation is compatible with the action of the vertex operators as in (4:7); which in
our context means that it is compatible with the Cliord multiplication. Notice that in
(4:14); the weight of u does not enter into the formula. Only the degree of  controls
the sign.
Corollary 4.6. For any vector u2VNS and for any integer ‘2Z;
(D(‘)u)=(−1)‘D(‘)u: (4.15)
Proof. First note that using (4:7) and !=!, we have D(‘)= f!g‘+1 = f!g‘+1 =
f!g‘+1 =D(‘). Since D(‘) is a sum of Cliord elements of degree ‘2Z, formula
(4.14) implies that (D(‘)u)=(−1)‘ D(‘)u=(−1)‘D(‘)u. This completes the proof
of Corollary 4.6.
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The above formula (4.15) has interesting applications. Recall from Section 3 that a
homogeneous vector u is called quasi-primary if D(1)u=0, and that any vertex operator
super algebra V can be decomposed into a direct sum of subspaces Vn; k =D(−1)kVn;0
for non-negative integer k and 0n2 12Z, where Vn;0 is the subspace consisting of
quasi-primary vectors of weight n.
Lemma 4.7. A vector u2VNS is quasi-primary if and only if u is quasi-primary.
Furthermore; the decomposition V =
L
n; k Vn; k is preserved under the -involution;
that is; (Vn; k)=Vn; k ; for any 0n2 12Z and 0k2Z.
Proof. Letting ‘=1 in formula (4.15), we have (D(1)u)=−D(1)u. Thus D(1)u
=0 if and only if D(1)u=0, since  is an involution. For the second statement,
the repeated use of Corollary 4.6 gives that (D(−1)ku)=(−1)kD(−1)ku for any
non-negative integer k and for any quasi-primary vector u. Since u is quasi-primary
of the same weight, this shows that the map  preserves the vector subspace Vn; k . This
completes the proof of Lemma 4.7.
Since the -involution is compatible with the pairing h ; i by Proposition 4.4, we can
dene a Hermitian pairing ( ; ) by putting (u; v)= hu; vi for u; v2V . See the paragraph
right after Denition 2.19.
Proposition 4.8 (Hermiticity of Virasoro operators). Let u; v2VNS be homogeneous
quasi-primary vectors such that juj= jvj+ ‘ for some integer ‘. Then
(u; D(−‘)v)= (D(‘)u; v): (4.16)
Proof. First, suppose that the integer ‘ is such that ‘  2. Using the denition of the
Hermitian pairing, Proposition 3.9, and Corollary 4.6, we have
(u; D(−‘)v)= hu; D(−‘)vi=(−1)‘hD(‘)u; vi= h(D(‘)u); vi=(D(‘)u; v):
By switching the role of u; v, we see that (4:16) also holds for integers ‘ such that
‘−2. When ‘=0, (4:16) trivially holds, because then vectors u and v have the
same weight. When ‘=  1, both sides are zero due to Proposition 3.4(iii) and
D(1)u=D(1)v=0. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.8.
We calculate (u; v)
= hu; vi
=Yjvj(u)v for u; v2V . Formula (4:10) applied to
the adjoint vector u as in Denition 4.3 gives the operator Ym(u):
Ym(u)=
X
P
(mj+ 12 )=m
rY
j=1
(mj + 1)nj
nj!
: br(mr + 12)    b1(m1 + 12): : (4.17)
For convenience, we use the following notation. For any vector b2A and for any
sequence ~n=(n1; n2; : : : ; nr)2S+r of strictly increasing non-negative integers, let
b(~n)= b(−n1 − 12 )b(−n2 − 12 )    b(−nr − 12 )2Cli (Z+ 12) (4.18)
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be an element in the Cliord algebra. Its degree is jb(~n)j=Prj=1(nj + 12)= j~nj + r2 .
For convenience, we also let the element corresponding to an empty sequence be the
unit 1 of degree 0, that is, b(;)= 12Cli (Z + 12). Recall that a Grmian determinant
of two sequences ~n and ~m in S+r is dened in (1:5):
Proposition 4.9 (Gramian determinant). Let V be a connected vertex operator su-
per algebra with a compatible -involution. Let b2V1 be such that hb; bi=1. Let
~n=(n1; n2; : : : ; nr) and ~m=(m1; m2; : : : ; mr) be sequences of strictly increasing non-
negative integers of length r; namely ~n;~m2S+r . We let u= b(~m)
 and v= b(~n)

using the notation (4:18): Then in terms of the Gramian determinant;
(u; v)
=Yjvj(u)v=G(~m;~n)
: (4.19)
Proof. From (4.17), the vertex operator component Yjvj(u) is given by
Yjvj(u)=
X
P
‘j=
P
nj
rY
j=1
(‘j + 1)mj
mj!
: b(‘r + 12)    b(‘1 + 12)::
Here, we used jvj=(Prj=1 nj) + r=2. In the above expression, integers ‘j have to be
distinct for the term to be nontrivial. Each term of Yjvj(u)v to be calculated is of
the form : b(‘r + 12)    b(‘1 + 12) : b(−n1 − 12 )    b(−nr − 12 )
 times some coecient.
Since
P
nj =
P
‘j, this element is non-zero if and only if the sequence (‘1; : : : ; ‘r) is
equal to a sequence (n(1); : : : ; n(r)) for some permutation 2Sr . Since all ‘j + 12 ’s
are positive in this case, we can drop the normal ordering sign and then the above
element is equal to sgn()
. Thus our summation becomes
Yjvj(u)v=
X
2Sr
sgn()
rY
j=1
(mj + n( j))!
mj! n( j)!

=G(~m;~n)  
;
by the denition of the Gramian determinant. This completes the proof.
Observe that the Gramian determinant is symmetric G(~m;~n)=G(~n;~m) since det A=
det t A for any matrix A. This is compatible with the conjugation property of the
Hermitian pairing (u; v)= (v; u), since this reduces to (u; v)= (v; u) when the value
of the pairing (u; v) is real.
Let ~r=(r1; r2; : : : ; rN )2ZN+ be a sequence of N non-negative integers. To each such
~r, we associate a set of multi-sequences of type ~r :
S+~r =S
+
r1
S+r2     S
+
rN : (4.20)
Here, by convention, S+0 = ;. To each multi-sequence ~s=(s1; s2; : : : ; sN )2S+~r of type
~r, we associate the following vector in the vertex operator super algebra V :
a(~s)= a1(s1)    aN (sN )
; (4.21)
where fa1; : : : ; aNg is a C-basis of V1=2 satisfying hai; aji= ij. For example, we can
simply take ai= ei. Please note that by a(~s) we mean a vector in VNSV , rather
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than a product of elements aj(sj) as in (4.18) in the Cliord algebra. This convention
is merely for convenience. If ri=0, then we set ai(;)= 1. Note that the weight of
the vector a(~s) is given by ja(~s)j= PNj=1 jsjj + 12 j~rj. For any two multi-sequences
~s;~s 02S+~r of the same type, let G(~s;~s 0)2Z be dened as in (1:7):
Theorem 4.10. Let ~r; ~r 02ZN+ be two sequences of non-negative integers. Let ~s2S+~r
and ~s 02S+~r 0 be two multi-sequences of type ~r and ~r 0; respectively. Then
Yja(~s0)j(a(~s))a(~s 0)=

G(~s;~s 0) if ~r = ~r 0;
0 if ~r 6= ~r 0: (4.22)
Proof. Let the types ~r and ~r 0 be given by ~r=(r1; : : : ; rN ), ~r
0=(r01 ; : : : ; r
0
N ), respec-
tively. Also, let the multi-sequences be of the form ~s=(s1; s2; : : : ; sN ), ~s 0=(s01; s
0
2; : : : ;
s0N ), where
sj = (0m( j)1 <m( j)2 <   <m( j)rj )2S
+
rj
;
s0j = (0n( j)1 <n( j)2 <   <n( j)rj 0 )2S+rj 0 ;
for 1jN . For convenience, for a sequence of integers ‘=(‘1; ‘2; : : : ; ‘r)2Zr and
a vector b2A, we let b+(‘)= b(‘r + 12)b(‘r−1 + 12)    b(‘1 + 12). Please compare this
notation with the one in (4.18). Then Yja(~s 0)j(a(~s))a(~s 0) is equal to
X
P
jj‘( j)j=
P
jjs0j j
NY
j=1
 rjY
k=1
(‘( j)k ; m
( j)
k )
!
: a+N (‘
(N ))    a+2 (‘(2)) a+1 (‘(1)) :
a1(s01)a2(s02)    aN (s0N )
; ()
where ‘( j) = (‘( j)1 ; ‘
( j)
2 ; : : : ; ‘
( j)
rj )2Zrj is a sequence of rj integers and the summation
above is over all the sequences (‘(1); : : : ; ‘(N ))2Zr1      ZrN satisfying the above
weight condition. As before, (m; n)= (m+ n)!=(m! n!) denotes the binomial coecient.
If m is negative, the above means (m+ 1)n=n!. See (4.10).
In the above expression, we rst observe that for the non-triviality of the action of
the Cliord element : a+N (‘
(N ))    a+2 (‘(2)) a+1 (‘(1)) : on a(~s 0), this Cliord element must
be a product of only annihilation operators. To see this, suppose there were creation
operators in this product. The normal ordering places the creation operators to the left
of all the annihilation operators with an appropriate sign. But then due to the weight
constraint
P
j j‘( j)j=
P
j js0jj, the product of all the annihilation operators acts on a(~s 0)
to produce a vector of negative weight, which must be zero. Hence the action is trivial
if the above Cliord element contains creation operators. Thus those Cliord operators
appearing in the above expression () and having non-trivial contribution must be prod-
ucts of annihilation operators, that is, ‘( j)’s must be sequences of non-negative integers.
Since aj(‘+ 12) can pair non-trivially only with aj(−‘− 12 ), for the non-triviality of the
action of the Cliord element : a+N (‘
(N ))    a+2 (‘(2)) a+1 (‘(1)): on a(~s 0), we must have
that ‘( j) is a permutation of s0j for all 1jN . In particular, rj = r0j for all 1jN .
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Thus we see that in () non-trivial contribution arises from those terms correspond-
ing to ~‘2Z~r such that ~r=~r 0 and ‘( j) = j(s0j) for some permutations j2Srj for
1jN . For j2Srj , we use the notation a+j (j(s0j))= aj(n
( j)
j(1) +
1
2)    aj(n( j)j(rj) +
1
2).
Then the above summation () over multi-sequences reduces to a summation over all
permutations (1; 2; : : : ; N )2Sr1 Sr2     SrN :X
(1 ;:::;N )
NY
j=1
rjY
k=1
(n( j)j(k); m
( j)
k ): a
+
N (N (s
0
N ))    a+1 (1(s01)):
a1(s01)    aN (s0N )
:
Since all the elements inside the normal ordering symbol are annihilation operators, we
can remove the normal ordering symbol. We move a2(s02); : : : ; aN (s
0
N ) forward to be
placed to the left of a2(2(s02)); : : : ; aN (N (s
0
N )), respectively. There is no sign change in
this process because products aj(s0j) pass even number of elements. Hence, the above
can be rewritten as
NY
j=1
8<: X
j2Srj
rjY
k=1
(n( j)j(k); m
( j)
k ) a
+
j (j(s
0
j))aj(s
0
j)
9=;
:
From our previous calculation in Proposition 4.9, inside of f g applied to the vacuum
vector 
 is equal to G(sj; s0j)
. So, the above is equal to f
QN
j=1G(sj; s
0
j)g
=G(~s;~s 0)
.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.10.
In Proposition 3.5, we considered an orthogonal decomposition of a general con-
nected vertex operator super algebra V using the quasi-primary vectors. In Lemma 4.7,
we showed that this decomposition is preserved by the -involution. On VNS there is
another decomposition according to the types of vectors.
As before, let fa1; a2; : : : ; aNg be a Hermitian orthonormal basis of A=V1=2 such
that hai; aji= ij. Let
Hi=
M
n0
C ai(−n− 12 )
; 1 iN: (4.23)
Then a special case of Theorem 4.10 implies that H =
L
n0 A(−n − 12 )
 has an
orthogonal decomposition H =
LN
i=1Hi. Now the graded vector space V
NS has the
following decomposition:
VNS =
^
H =
NM
i=1
^
Hi=
M
~r2ZN+
H (~r) where H (~r)=
NM
i=1
r^i
Hi: (4.24)
Here ~r=(r1; r2; : : : ; rN ) is a sequence of N non-negative integers. Theorem 4.10 actually
shows that H (~r) and H (~r 0) are orthogonal if ~r 6=~r 0.
Next we show the positive deniteness of the pairing on each Hi.
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Proposition 4.11. LetH=
L
n0 Rb(−n− 12 ) be a real vector space with a symmetric
bilinear pairing given by hb(−n− 12 ); b(−m− 12 )i=
(n+m
n

for 0m; n2Z.
(1) In terms of a generating function; the pairing can be described as*X
n0
b(−n− 12 )zn;
X
m0
b(−m− 12 )wm
+
=
1
1− z − w ;
where the right-hand side is to be expanded in positive powers of z and w.
(2) The symmetric pairing h ; i in H is positive denite; and an orthonormal basis
fe1; e2; : : : ; en; : : :g of H can be given by
en = (−1)n
nX
‘=0
(−1)‘

m
‘

b(−‘ − 12 ); n  0: (4.25)
Proof. The rst part is straightforward. For the second part, we prove the following
generating function:*X
n0
enzn;
X
m0
emwm
+
=
1
1− zw ;
where z and w are complex variables such that jzj; jwj< 13 . To show this, substituting
(4.25) into the left-hand side, we have
(L.H.S.) =
X
n;m0
(−1)m+n

*
nX
‘=0
(−1)‘

n
‘

b(−‘ − 12 )zn;
nX
k=0
(−1)k

m
k

b(−k − 12 )wm
+
=
X
n;m0
nX
‘=0
mX
k=0
(−1)n+‘+m+k

n
‘

m
k

k + ‘
k

znwm:
We switch summation indices from n; m; ‘; k to s; r; ‘; k by letting n= ‘+s and m= k+r.
Then all the summation indices ‘; s; k; r  0 move independently. We use the identities
(−1)r

‘ + r
‘

=
−‘ − 1
r

and (−1)s

k + s
k

=
−k − 1
s

in (2.10), and we rst sum over r; s  0. We then get
(L.H.S.) =
X
k; ‘0

k + ‘
k

z‘
(1 + z)‘+1
 w
k
(1 + w)k+1
=
1
(1 + z)(1 + w)
X
t0

z
1 + z
+
w
1 + w
t
=
1
1− zw :
For the rst convergence, we need jzj; jwj<1. For the second, it is sucient that
jzj; jwj< 13 . This completes the proof.
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Since Hi’s are complexications of the above H, our Hermitian pairing on each Hi
is positive denite. Consequently, the pairing on H is positive denite.
In general, a Hermitian pairing ( ; ) in a complex vector space W can be canonically
extended to its exterior algebra
VW by letting
(w1 ^ w2 ^    ^ wn; w01 ^ w02 ^    ^ w0m) = nm det((wi; w0j)ij): (4.26)
If the Hermitian pairing on W is positive denite, then its extension to
VW is also
positive denite.
Since VNS =
V H , we can induce a Hermitian pairing on the exterior algebra VNS
from that of H . This induced pairing is positive denite by the above remark. However,
Theorem 4.10 shows that this induced pairing coincides with our pairing dened by
the vertex operator action. Thus, we have our nal theorem as follows.
Theorem 4.12 (Positive-denite Hermitian pairings). Let VNS be a connected vertex
operator super algebra generated by vertex operators associated with vectors in the
N -dimensional weight space VNS1=2 of weight one half. Assume that (a) V
NS is equipped
with a conjugation map compatible with the action of the vertex operators and also
with the pairing; and (b) the restriction of the pairing to the real structure of VNS1=2
is positive denite. Then the Hermitian pairing ( ; ) :VNS  VNS!C given by
(u; v)
= hu; vi
=Yjvj(u)v; (4.27)
where  is the compatible -involution as in (4:11); has the following properties:
(i) As a Hermitian vector space; the vertex operator super algebra VNS splits into
an orthogonal direct sum:
VNS =
M
~r2ZN+
H (~r) where (H (~r); H (~r 0))= 0 if ~r 6=~r 0: (4.28)
(ii) If ~s; ~s 02S+~r are multi-sequences of the same type; then the Hermitian pairing
of the associated vectors a(~s); a(~s 0)2H (~r) is a multi-Gramian determinant:
(a(~s); a(~s 0)) = G(~s;~s 0): (4.29)
(iii) The Hermitian pairing (4:27) on VNS =
V H is positive-denite and coin-
cides with the canonically extended pairing induced from H =
L
n0 A(−n− 12 )
 by
(4:26).
Proof. From Proposition 4.4, the -involution is compatible with the pairing. Hence
the sesquilinear pairing dened in (4.27) is a Hermitian pairing. Then this Theorem
follows from Theorem 4.10, Proposition 4.11, and preceding remarks.
Since the pairing restricted to the real structure EN VNS1=2 is positive denite, the
pairing on VNS1=2 is invariant under the Lie group SO(N ). The action of SO(N ) extends
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to the entire space VNS in such a way that the pairing is invariant under this action
by Lemma 2.3.
In the context of elliptic genera of closed Riemannian Spin manifolds, various vertex
operator super subalgebras of VNS play a role. The elliptic genus is a pair of graded
vector spaces obtained as the kernel and the cokernel of the Dirac operator twisted by
a certain graded vector bundle. It is the \signature" of the loop space of the manifold.
In [14], we showed that the algebra of generalized parallel dierential forms including
generalized (quaternion-)Kahler forms and generalized Riemannian metric tensors on
a (quaternion-)Kahler manifold has the structure of a vertex operator super algebra
which is canonically isomorphic to (VNS)G as vertex operator super algebras, where G
is the holonomy group of M . Furthermore, the elliptic genus of M is a module over
this vertex operator super algebra.
We can now show that the Hermitian pairing on this algebra of parallel generalized
dierential forms on M is positive denite.
Corollary 4.13. For any Lie subgroup GSO(N ); the G-invariant subspace (VNS)G
has the structure of a vertex operator super subalgebra invariant under the -involut-
ion; and the Hermitian pairing on (VNS)G is positive denite.
Proof. It is not dicult to see that the vertex operators associated to G-invariant vectors
are G-equivariant. Thus these vertex operators preserve the G-invariant subspace. Hence
the vertex operator super algebra structure on VNS restricts to (VNS)G with the same
canonical Virasoro vector !, which is SO(N )-invariant.
Since the action of the group G on VNS is real, it commutes with the conjugation op-
eration on VNS. Hence, if u is a G-invariant vector, then u=  u is also G-invariant.
This shows that the G-invariant subspace (VNS)G is preserved under the compatible
-involution. Thus the Hermitian pairing dened on (VNS)G coincides with the restric-
tion of the positive-denite Hermitian pairing (4.24) on VNS. As such, the Hermitian
pairing on (VNS)G is also positive denite. This completes the proof of Corollary 4.13.
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